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mornin~
Dawn of a new day, rebirth. Waking up to a bird's song
as the sunlight caresses your cheek. (see also: mourning)

mournin~
Anguish over loss, radio silence. The feeling of one's
fingertip against your cheek for the last time.

(amie schaeffe1:)

to my sun:r1se
You were my sunrise, I your star
\ Vc'd mock the moon and laugh at the sun
Our young years had out run them both
And in some unearthly way, outshincd them as well
\ Ve defied everythingEating Ramcn noodles for breakfast
Midnight binges on Cheerios and Captain Crunch
Nights spent under the flood of blue light with
Dinosaur.Jr.,Janc's Addiction and Gin Rummy
\ Vagcring stolen cigarettes
Then we'd start again,
£ycryday
Now, I rewind your image on the TV past three
Sift through memories secured in cardboard
Confirming that you arc still the most beautiful girl in braids and long skirts
You arc still the most beautiful sunrise
Damn itYou were always looking for someone to believe in
Always overlooking yourself
I will curse any Goel
Argue any scripture
If it will bring you back for only one last dawn

(.samue! .scott)
the "Workshop
What other place is sensitivity so bold?
Every voice the member of
a tin car demolition derby or maybe
sea urchins just begging to be touched.
I think it's true the paper bleeds
when marked by a foreign pen,
and we feel it.
It's a part of a growth they say,
finding that soft bit of skin to graft
into a draft b efore you .
To be made smoother, or so thicker skin can grow
in its place. I'm not sure
but we prepare them as much as we can,
the poems we send off to war to return
with their battle scars, hardened,
and eager to uphold
good poetry.
Or die trying.
The fear of any father
whose daughter's left,
praying that under the makeup
and the burden of words and clicks
and comments and corrections,
she'll know she's beautiful.
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(michael palmer)

fading

"The gods do not deduct from man's allotted span the hours spent fishing."
-Unknown
Kathy was pissed. Two and three-quarter tons of Detroit steel abruptly halted in
front of my house. My fishing buddy Shawn got out of the passenger seat and
retrieved his gear from the back of the eight passenger van. "I expect him back
home in time for bed. Early." The tires chirped as she left, cutting off any debate
or response.
"Okay" I said to the empty air. "So there's that."
Shawn stood there holding his gear, bright pink fluorescent gauze
wrapped around one elbow like a bird that had been banded and released back
into the wild. They had evidently come straight from the hospital.
We loaded his gear in my truck and took off for the lake. I understood
Kathy's anger. It wasn't directed at me, or at Shawn, it was redirected fear. I
resolved not to push the issue. We made it halfway up Parley's canyon before the
silence became unbearable.
"So, tell me."
"MS. The MRI confirmed it."
MS. It was what had killed my grandmother after robbing her of everything, a husk in a wheelchair unable to walk, unable to do anything but complain.
"MS. Remind me?"
"Multiple sclerosis." Ah, right. A degenerative neurological disorder.
My less than reliable memory clicked a few rusty relays.
"Relapsing remitting or primary progressive?"
"I don't know. There are lesions on my brain, but they don't seem to be
increasing in size or number. They're going to start me on some really expensive
medicine."
I guess that explains the dizziness and the falling down. "
"Yeah."
We let it sit there a while, hanging in the air between us. I thought about
what he must have been through the last few days. Rushed from one invasive
laboratory study to another, grilled about his medical history by doctors with all
the compassion of a SS interrogator. Silence, I thought, wasn't the worst thing I
could do for my friend.
"Thank you for this. " He said without warning. I took a beat to realize
what he meant. "For taking me away from " he waved his hands vaguely "that. "
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"Oh. No worries. Remember when Liz told me she wanted a divorce
and you drove me to Flaming Gorge?"
"No, but I'm glad I did it. "
"Well, let's just say I owe you a few road trips."
I drove on, right past our usual spot. The water was low that year and
Shawn never had the steadiest gait, even when he was fit. The beach at our usual
spot was steep, rocky, and far to the water. Instead I drove the long way around,
to the easy slope of the main marina. The mud was deep but after the legs of our
canvas collapsible chairs stopped sinking we could fish.
We settled in companionable silence, not needing to speak. Rigged our
lines, tied our knots, passed the dough bait between us, cast long and took up the
slack on our reels.
"Beer?" I asked.
"Yeah. No~ FUCK yeah," came the response. I handed him one,
popped the top on mine.
Silence settled on us again like a soft blanket in winter. Minutes passed,
then hours. The light began to turn orange, red, the shadows grew long.
"Your life isn't over, you know. "
"I know. It's just ... "
"Does sort of put the focus on what you want to do with the rest of it
though."
"Exactly."
Neither of us had seen the slightest interest in our bait, though we continued to stare at the rod tips with the devotion of a cat watching a mouse hole.
"My grandma had this you know. Lived with it a long time." Lived?
Was that the word for what she did? Breathing out of habit, bitter about every
inch closer to the grave?
"Mine too, and my mom. And now me. I actually thought I was past
the danger zone. It's supposed to start showing symptoms in your late 20s, early
30s." It had been nearly thirty years since we graduated high school. Privately, I
wondered if his familiar, perpetual clumsiness had been early signs of the illness.
I started to think of Kathy's warning about punctuality. My instincts told me to
wait, but not what for.
The shadows merged together, the light faded to purple, softened to lavender. A star became visible over the mountain opposite our empty shore.
Shawn took a deep breath, sighed long and slow. I watched all the fear and
tension he 'd been carrying fall away. Oh. That's what I was waiting for. Acceptance.
"So what's your plan?"
"Live, I guess. Take care of my family until I can't do it anymore."
"Right."
The tip of my pole bobbled, just a half an inch. I took up a little slack,
(6)

waited for the next tug. It came half a second later. I hauled up hard, and 50
yards out on the glassy lake a beautiful rainbow trout broke the surface, trying to
throw the hook. It was glorious; picture perfect, the moment that defines the joy
of a shore angler. It was Life and it was Victory.
"Oh no you don't, I've got you!" I fought the fish in to shore, took it by
the lip. Eighteen inches at least, two pounds and change. The only victory of the
whole night. I knew in that moment I'd give it to Shawn. He needed the win.
God damn, did he need the win.
I didn't cast out again, just put the fish in the cooler. I waited in silence
until Shawn also reeled in and put the hook in the clip on his pole, signaling he
was finished. It was fully dark now. I considered the wisdom of having my friend
with active brain lesions walk across a muddy, rocky, uneven beach in the dark,
then picked up all my gear. "Let me get your tackle box and pole too, since I'm
going up. "
"Okay, thanks. "
"I'll go get the truck. Hang tough until I get some headlights on this
beach."
"Yeah."
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(ness dou9ht'd)
i can feel the mountains crying
blast
Goes the mountain
And

hooray
Goes the lobbyists
While
I can see the birds fleeing
The water retreating
And
I can feel the mountains crying

profit
For their government

destruction
Of our home

exploitation
Of its people
And
I can feel the mountains crying
I can see the natives fighting for more than just their lives
I can see the oil companies grinning
And
I can feel the mountains crying
The law of the peddlers is to

pillage
The land
And

ravage
Its resources
The plan is to
(8)

destroy
Access to education
To

revoke
Opportunity
All while

I can feel the mountains crying
Screaming
Sobbing
Begging for life
I can feel the mountains crying
We

ignore
The consequences
Life-altering mistakes
I can feel the mountains crying
Whispering their stories

pleading
For consideration
I can feel the mountains crying
I can see the trees fighting
The poisoning of our bodies
I can see the air trying
Evicted animals searching for safety
I can feel the mountains crying
Ecosystems, flowers, dirt
Life
Disappearing

Blast
My home is resilient
Even when made flat by repulsive gusts of greed

These mountains will still be fighting
I can feel the mountains crying
(9)

( ~o!!'J Mund)

K1 n no ufl
For someone who spent most of my childhood running wild and barefoot through
the rural Southern hollers, I've turned into a farce of that once fearless girl. I'm
an indoorsy type now.
On a carefully planned out whim, I travelled overseas for the first time
this summer. It reeks of madness, I know, flying 5,000 miles to stay in the home
of a gaming buddy I met online. It stinks of stupidity to spend nearly thirty hours
divided between planes, trains, coaches, and cars to escape the chokingly dry
Utah desert I have only begrudgingly accepted as my residence. I am not mad. I
am not stupid. I made a leap of - not faith, for I reject the notion - hope. I had
hope that there was more to this parched existence I had carved out for myself
I found this hope in the unlikeliest of places. Jetlagged, cold, deliriously happy,
I stared up the base of Kinnoull Hill in utter trepidation. My partner and I had
already traversed the town. I was in pain from a misstep on the cobblestones in
Oxford. My boots had not held up at the river crossing. My jacket was no match
against the mist enveloping the region. I hadn't been hiking in decades. Perhaps I
was mad or stupid after all. Still, I persisted.
I could feel the little girl inside me grinning as I took those first few seemingly vertical steps. She would have loved this. I could remember that grin, once
ubiquitous, but hidden for ages. I could remember the unfettered laughter of my
childhood, the joy that leapt out eagerly at every adventure. I felt the same joy
bubbling just under the surface. Perhaps I was not so removed from my past as I
supposed.
Hand in hand with my partner, I took each agonizing step forward heavily. I waited for the familiar ache of my lungs, the signal that I desperately needed
more oxygen. It did not come. I breathed the rich, clean air of Scotland greedily.
The cool mists seeped under my skin, soothing my chapped soul. It looked like I
was walking into a storybook, a flight of fancy I allowed myself when the mists
were thick enough to obscure the path forward.
Onward we walked. Onward we climbed. I was drenched in some unholy
mixture of rain, sweat, and inexplicable tears. I was in horrific physical pain but
my heart and soul were screaming in ecstasy. This is what I was lacking, this first
step into cultivated wilderness. I could feel the cracked husk of myself washing
away. I shook the metaphorical dust from my feet and continued to climb.
Shall we stop? Are you hurting? Are you okay? My partner asked valid
questions.
"Let's keep going," I repeated. "Let's keep going."
The trees grew taller and stronger. I grew taller and stronger. The path
(II)

meandered around the hill. Rocks slick with water threatened to trip me. Still, I
persisted. Onward, onward, onward, my progress seemed so slow but forward I
continued. It was never-ending. I was so tired, so chilled, so exultant in my unspoiled surroundings that I was astonished to reach the summit so soon.
The promised view of the city below was concealed by the mists, but
above the clouds I cared very little. I was blissfully at peace for the first time in my
adult life. No longer a tumbleweed drifting in the wind, I suddenly had roots and
strength and felt the world at my fingertips. I was again that feral child nestled
safely in the arms of Mother Nature.
The mist cleared as if a curtain was pulled back by an invisible hand.
Around the riverbend, a ship destined for Dundee appeared briefly, swallowed
quickly by the thick fog once more. I laughed aloud, startling the silence and my
partner. Not mousy, not quiet, not contained or constrained, I laughed truly and
jubilantly. Sometimes, just sometimes, life makes a metaphor an obvious reality.
This was one of those instances.
My ship had come in.
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(steph.en ruffus)

the return ride
Before I reach my destination, I hope to
post a poem on the New York subway
along with the ads promising a bright future,
the Lord as savior, palm readers, and the maps
with their blue, green, and yellow lines
crisscrossing like a star chart until finally
reaching the outposts of the great city.
Itinerant it would be, like their readers,
even accidental, read if only to avoid
at all cost making eye contact with another
human soul. I ask myself, would it not
give new meaning to circulation? How
might it be to imagine my poem on the A train
winding down from the Bronx, through
the tunnel underneath the Harlem River into
the once verdant Manhattan, derived from
Manna-hata, as written in the logbook

of the Half Moon. Whizzing downtown past
Times Square, I see it stopping at 23rd Street
with its graceful curve, then skidoo onward
to 14th street, reaching Astor Place, where
at Cooper Union Lincoln and Douglas duked
it out. Then, arriving at last at The Battery
where the history of the city itself began.
This poem, I think, could be my letter to
the place where I was born and left long ago.
So, to the dear readers I hope you will be,
while I am away, should you happen to gaze
upon it may you ponder it, and let it carry you
forward on your journey as it has for me.
(13)

Today I severed the last tie I had with you,
I flipped the page, turned the chapter, and
chucked the fucking book in the bin.
We lay in bed together those last few nights,
as I planned on driving my car off of a bridge,
or perhaps slitting my wrists- I hadn't quite
decided which. But by the grace of my God,
who you laughed at and made a mockery of,
my mother finally pried your poisonous hands
from around my throat. Now it's been a year
since I last saw you, and I'm grateful for onceGrateful you're gone, grateful I'm still here,
grateful to exist for the first time in 22 years.
I am alive. My heart is beating, though it
still aches sometimes. I'll spare you the show
because I am jacked up on anti-depressants
and drowning in school debt, and twenty
pounds heavier than I was last time we spoke
but, God, I have hope.
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/iimherlee pi{linfj

innocent one

(c.c. 6ien)

drink up, Daby
Trembling hands pour another plastic cup of cheap rose. Three dollars a bottle
isn't the stuff of dreams, but it does the trick. Not drunk -

yet, at least, but soon

though still it sloshes over the side, puddles on the carpet, trickles down my

already sticky wrist. These days my fingers exist in a perpetual state of shakiness.
Couldn't say when it began. When I turned twenty-one, maybe.
Maybe not.
I step in the wine puddle when I leave. It soaks into my socks.
I leave them on.
I have learned to prioritize melancholy. It seems easier to not break
routine, but let it mold my bones until my back is curved from the weight of some
internal monologue I never agreed to carry. Routine holds me, stagnation is idolatry, and I heed the word of someone else's God telling me, "Wait it out."
Telling me, "Not yet."
He tells me, "Don't be foolish."
Could I write you a love letter? Address it to my sixth grade infatuation,
my ninth grade crisis, my twelfth grade heartbreak? Would you know it was
meant for you? Would you know what it meant at all?
Painted Aphrodite, hear my cliche. I would scream it from the rooftop
of the downtown coffee shop you once took me to, if I thought you might care to
listen.
A counterpoint to security is shouting to the dark. An argument for risk
is forgetting how to blend in. Words hang heavy, apples on a tree -

bitter, now.

We've been dancing along the edge for a very long time.
My feet are tired, I think.
There are days when I sit for hours in a slowly darkening room. The
chair by the window is safer, after all, with the glass a barrier to all the people I've
known, seen, been. A record stutters, stops. I never get up to flip it.
No point. You won't come home from war.
I wanted to kiss you at that coffee shop. I wanted to kiss you when we
bared our hearts to the stars in the cold autumn grass, or when you hid a laugh
behind your fingers like a childhood secret, saved just for me. I wanted to kiss
(16)

you when you held my shaking hands -

all those times and more. You knew it,

too. Maybe that's why you left to indoctrinate another dozen souls with that same
God who says, "Fight a battle you know you can't win."
Spoiler alert: the battle is against yourself.
Spoiler alert: you lose. You will always lose.
So my curtains stay drawn, blocking out a life that threatens to drag me
down with it. This was never about you, anyway. It's been a long process of realizing that my heart was born corrupt, born weary. I'll drink some more wine. My
socks will stay sticky. I'll never change that record.
I need a shift in perspective. Put on a new tune.
Or one day, I might be drunk enough to tell her.
And my fingers, for once, will be still.
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( mi g:uel g:omez)
remember:you'll do fine ...
The air is hot and dry, sitting outside the testing center today . .. Outside in the
heat, I take another hit from my vape, sitting under a tree sheltering me from the
sun.
"Go through another problem, Test is in 3 0 minutes, T ll do fine ... "
"Where's my cojfee? Tm out? That's fine, don't worry about it. Go get
another cup."
I need to be focused . I move to the student center and buy 2 shots
straight. The smell of coffee makes me feel better. As I drink, the espresso assaults
my taste buds with bitterness grounding me. Like bits of electricity through my
core, it relaxes me as it washes over. Hands are steady, sit down and start the next
problem.
"What equation do you need? Think about it, write it down."
Repeating helps to remember.
"I'll do fine. "
The ticking of the clock is inaudible on the wall. Glaring at me, as if to
remind me I shouldn't be focused on the clock at all.
"It's already been 1 0 minutes." "Don't worry, remember what you 're doing,
what's the equation? That's the one, get started. "
I have done this before so many times, the symbols have burned into my
memory, and I call on them. I recite to myself as cannons fire in my mind to their
targets, muscles tensing up as my hand dances across the page. My pencil, helpless in this dance must follow the lead of my memory placing what I need.
"Remember the signs, that's it. "
"Finish it up and check your answer. Looks right doesn 't it, check it on the
calculator. "
The calculator, sitting to my right, keys like a drum in this silent room.
The echo around me from the clicking, is it louder because I'm paying attention?
Is it that quiet in here?
"What should you be doing?"
"I'll do fine ... "
The test is starting in 15 minutes.
"I have time. "
My throat is feeling tight, like my collar is an inch short and I was carried
away with the tie. I don't wear a tie .. . I'm in a t-shirt, my favorite for luck. I knew
I couldn't get away from it from the beginning yet here I was, so close to the line,
why now?
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"Remember the formulas and the process, remember the formulas, remember
them ... "

Repetition is key to encode information in the brain, I have done this so
many times, the symbols are like letters for a language that I know I understand. I
need to keep my head clear, don't let this fall apart.
"I'll do fine ... "
I arrive at the testing center early for my test. An older gentleman greets
me as I come in, he has kind eyes but is preoccupied with something as h e turns
his head to me. The lines on his face tell a story of good times and happiness. I
calm down just a bit.
"I need your School ID. Sign in on the sheet there. I'll have you turn
out your pockets and leave your hat, bag, phone, watch, or any electronic device
other than these calculator models here."
Pockets out, phone in the bag, wallet in the bag, vape in the bag, hat in
the locker. I've danced this dance, I know the moves.
"H ere 's your ID and your locker key; lock up your stuff and come back
for your test."
I walk to the locker B 15, like a model home in a suburb, this mundane
locker is the address for my belongings until I finish. B 15 testing center, SLC UT
SLCC cam ... My throat, tight again. Take a deep breath and keep moving, you've
gotten this far.
"Check the formulas ... Check your values, signs; it's alw ays the signs."
"Here's your exam. Part one: no calculator. When you're ready for Part
two, come back up, and you can take your calculator," He says to me.
I reach out and pick up my papers; my hands are shaking now. Pencil,
eraser, whiteboard, and marker. I held my stuff as I walk to the door reciting back
to myself.
"Rememb er to finish the test first, don 't get hung up."
Repetition is key, remember your process and check your formulas, my
throat is not getting any better. My hands are sweating now, sliding across the
whiteboard in my hands, I need to clear my head.
"Keep an eye on the signs and stay consistent. "
I get to the door and woman who took my calculator turns to me before I
reach the door, handing me a sticky note.
"Number 46; it's just past the middle on the right. You have 2 hours,"
She says to me.
I take the note and open the door. The testing center smells like stress
already; sweat and tension in the air ... no that's just me. I walk my way towards
my spot, 46 on the right, halfway down.
"I'll do fine . .. "
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( 6rundon •9-reen)

procrast1nat1on
My love, it seems the fever's filled my lung.
The cough now leaves white linen stained with wine.
The doctor frowns, but, quiet, stays his tongue;
He smiles and nods, but asks be paid this time.

I would I were a leaf, though short they cling
For when they fall it's like still water's face .
But no, a fish am I, and suffering
I drown and choke in blood and yellowed lace.

A life is bare if careful lists aren't checked.
Have I fulfilled with mine the tasks need met?
I thought there time, but now with sheets red-flecked,
There's so much now to do before sunset.

Alas, my love, the thing that I most fear
<Do not forget to insert ending here.>
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( steven h.orfon)

orange gas lady
Intersection's corner post
her world sits at cliff's crest
across dwellers apartments

subjects order to prime horses
safe-protected behind dwarfed
Arborvitae, sealed masonry walls

castle zone of orange gas lady
front hall enthrones commander,
Lays, Dentyne, gasoline wealth

tinted orange crown rounds
wrinkledjowls, yeah yeah'em
you know the drill, orders spill

taps register takes her toll
peoples tax that frequent her knoll
queenly ruler treats visitors well
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(ruche! terruzus)

a mailed coming out
I grew up knowing very little about the LGBT + community other than it was a
forbidden community, something that I shouldn't be a part.
Growing up I never really understood my sexuality, I had such a strong
connection with girls and cared very little for boys. However, I followed what my
friends did and what society and family led me to believe and continued to convince myself that boys are what I have to like.
Once I was a junior in high school, I saw things a little different. I started
to realize that I grew romantic feelings for a girl I had class with. I knew she was
gay, but I was unsure about my identity, all I knew was that I liked her. After putting so much thought in what the feelings meant, I concluded that maybe I was
bisexual. Later that school year I decided to come out to my friends as bisexual
and they were all open minded and supportive.
It's now senior year and at this point I still have not come out to my
parents because I feared what would happen the moment my mother found out.
So, I decide to stay quiet and be in a secret long-distance relationship with a girl.
She and I would send each other letters through the mail and like normal, one
day I expected to receive a letter from her. As I arrive home from school, I check
the mailbox and there was no letter. Not thinking much about it other than the
letter must have been delayed, I continue to go home and do my chores for the
day. A few hours later, I hear the front door slam open, I look up and my mother
is steaming with anger. Looking at me with so much rage in her eyes, the stare she
is giving me is piercing my skin. I'm extremely confused, fear overcomes me, and
I feel sweat dripping down my spine. I don't understand what is happening, but I
can tell that it isn't something good.
She spits out, "Who's Laura?"
''.Just a friend." I shrug.
H er voice continues to rise, "Your friend?! A female friend tells you she's
in love with you?!" I tremble in fear as I feel my face get flushed and the tears
rush to escape from my eyes. My secret is out, and I don't know what to do. Her
anger feels likes a massive shadow overpowering the entire room we sat in. "Answer me! Did you not hear what I just asked?!
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I feel her hot breath on me as she approaches me, it feels as if she's burning in rage and disgust. I feel like I've been hit by a truck, paralyzed and unable to
speak. All I want to do is disappear, to be swallowed into the ground.
With a foul taste in mouth she howls once again. '½.re you one of those
sick dikes?! Answer me!"
Realizing I am unable to form any words, my stepdad steps in and
pressures me to just say it. Say that I am gay and that I do like girls rather than
boys. However, his voice doesn't hit me as he speaks, rather it makes me feel okay
for those five seconds he talked. So, after all this pressure and guilt, I drag some
courage to pull my head up and look at her as nod my head.
My mother rises and wails out, "If that's the vile life you want to live, do
it far away from my home! Tell your dike to be responsible for you because I no
longer want someone like you in my home."
Sobbing and humiliated I rush to my room to call my girlfriend, I tell
her what just happened. I have been outed and now I don't have a home. She's
miles away and can't afford to help me at this moment. Feeling overwhelmed, I
make another call. I cry out to my cousin in disperse to pick me up and to please
allow me stay at her house. I jolt up in a panic as I hear my mother's thunderous
footsteps making their way to my bedroom door. I try to hide my phone, as she
blasts in my room to demand that I give her the phone. I have lost all communication privileges and I own nothing in this home, she makes clear as water as she
extends her hand to receive the phone.
Moments later, I can hear a car door shut and the front doorbell ring. I
wait anxiously to see if it's my cousin. I hear people talking in the living room, so
I make my way out of my room. I walk up to my mother arguing with my cousin,
who makes eye contact with me and notices that I'm not okay.
"If you take her with you, I will call the cops on you for taking a minor!"
my mother yelled at my cousin.
I told my cousin to leave, I didn't want her to get in trouble because of
me. Although, I lost all hope as I saw her walk out the door. My world crashed in
a matter of moments and I don't have a clue what I'm going to do with my life
at this point. I have nowhere to go or any type of communication. Due to not
having a phone or a laptop, I lost communication with my girlfriend for about a
month. Once things seemed to cool down at home, I was given phone privileges
back with the only condition to not talk to gay girls again. I had no choice other
than to agree to the terms.
At this point in my life things are not going any better for me at all. I
don't talk to my mother and I have lost communication with my girlfriend. After
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not talking for a month, my relationship with her had hit a wall. Things ended
with her a few weeks after I got my phone back. At school my grades are suffering due to my distraction at home. I have fallen into a depression, I didn't care
anything at this point. I just wanted to sleep, and I didn't want to talk to anyone
during this time, I felt no desire to live. I lost all sense of myself and all motivation to do better. Four months passed, and on the verge of not graduating, I
decided that I needed to graduate. I forced myself to make up homework and
stay after school to make up for days I missed. The only motivation I had was
graduating so I could go to college and move out.
This journey was very difficult for me and I experienced many aches and
pains along the way. Yet, I managed to rise from a period of depression with the
help of friends and siblings. I graduated from high school, moved out and now
I am a semester away from associates. My relationship with my mother is now
better, she doesn't speak about my sexuality, but she seems to be understanding
me more each time I see her. Overall, coming out I have learned to love myself
and accept my sexuality and not be ashamed of loving who I love.
Sometimes our parents are not supportive of the things we do and
sometimes they do things that don't think hurt us as much as they do, so if you
find yourself in a situation like mine I would advise you to seek help and don't let
yourself go, because no matter how hard something is it will always heal and get
better.
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(miche!!e ~ra.~)
jack-a-lanterns' dating service
Arc you tired of going on dates with different creatures
Don't you wish for different features
Arc you looking for one soul with your needs
That can change their face to whateve r you please
Atjack-o-Lantcrns' Dating Service
\ Ve provide a top tier circus
Pick a face that will make you smile
Slap it on your date and sit for a while
If that face starts to stink

Throw it out and grab one a little more pink
If pink is not the right fit for you

Find one with an orange hue
You'll be satisfied with our service ten fold
Just watch out for thatjack-o-Lantern mold

( emme chadwick)
•

pf 1 n t S
I lay in silence
The only sounds throughout the house-Breathing next to me
The cat snores softly at the end of the bed;
But my love snores louder
And more peaceful, and with more surety

I lay in silence
Not only thinking of me, but of you
It's two now
Now he is the only thing that consumes me
Takes me over like a virus inhibiting its host
Leeches onto me like a wild animal on its prey
Clutches to me like I'm his last bit of hope
But yet tenderly, and with bliss

I lay in silence
Thinking of the love yet pain-Happiness yet suffering that I've felt throughout
This era is not for me
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I do not belong here
My life is to be lived in another time
Pain fills the one I'm present in
Fear of my past is in my throat
The enemies of me are in my mind
Those who have hurt me are in my heart
Men who have left their prints on me -Do not leave my current presence
The things they have said and done; stay
And their pain as well
Pain they have inflicted on me
And the pain that has been inflicted on them

I lay in silence thinking of a tomorrow that doesn't exist
I lay in silence thinking of life without you
I lay in silence thinking of living without being called a "victim"
I lay in silence breaking free of the bonds that held me too long
I lay in silence breaking the grasps of those who have pinned me down
I lay in silence knowing my worth is not determined by those that abused my
trust-But by the worth I hold inside after
I lay in silence
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(celeste rocha-coronado)

remind me to forget
You are all that is left of the old me.
To say that I have tried everything would somehow be an understatement
to the efforts made because somehow, you remain stuck in the cracks and crevices
of what could be considered my entire existence.
It could be the fact that I was 10 years old when I met a snarky, rude
little boy that sat across from me in 5th-grade English who made the biggest
impression when he shrugged off my attempt to be his friend, and now, when my
10-year-old nephew comes home from school, I can't help but remember how we
spent every single day together from the moment we became friends. Or, maybe
it's due to our late-night phone calls when we were 12. When we'd talk nonsense
and laugh until sunrise and fall asleep only to continue the nonsense the next day
in person. Then there's the serious likelihood that when I drop my 15-year-old
brother off at the same high school we went to, there's a moment where I have
intense flashbacks of the days you'd walk me home after school and the days you
would come over to watch chick flicks with me. Or, when winter starts creeping in
and D ecember hits, nostalgia kicks in and there 's a moment where as I'm walking
to my car, my thoughts take me back to the very first time I drove with you in the
passenger seat. It's possible that it's because I know absolutely everything about
you and you know everything about me. Perhaps it's because of our conversations about our future together and the way I planned everything with you in it.
And there's a slight chance that it's because it has been ten years of us fighting
to either stay together or stay away from each other and have never been able to
successfully accomplish either one. Or it could even be because I still love you, but
I ruled that out almost completely.
Just as I've dealt with the infinite number of possibilities of what the
reason for me not letting go could be, I ran with the possibility that the reason I
haven't fully let go yet is because of what I've chosen to forget.
I had forgotten the way I slowly and carelessly tore myself apart to get
you out of my system, the way I questioned everything that made perfect sense so
that you and I would make sense. I had forgotten how I lost my mind, my sanity over learning how to fall out of love with you. I had forgotten that, on what
could've been the same night I told you I loved you three years ago, I cried until
I couldn't breathe, praying to God with what little I had left to rid you of any
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and every feeling you had for me~begging God to help you move on because
it was the only way I'd be able to. I had forgotten the way I felt my heart sink to
my stomach, my eyes burning, and my throat throbbing as I pleaded with God
that He remove every ounce of love you had for me because it was the only way
I would walk away. I had forgotten the way I recklessly loved and how it then
wrecked me.
I had forgotten until I ran with it and remembered God granted my
petition.
And just like that ... there is nothing left of the old me.
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(cameron

coole'd)

cold

I remember that morning going very well. It was one of those rare mornings
where instead of waking up to my brothers frequent and boisterous rampages, I
woke up to the smell of sizzling meat. After sliding out of the covers I followed
my nose out the bedroom door, down the stairs, through the family room and
into the kitchen. A huge grin broke out on my pre-adolescent face. Mother was
cooking bacon and eggs. I had forgotten that it was my birthday. My mother
was the kindest mother I have ever known.
She greeted me with the two biggest joy-inducing items in the world,
her ear to ear smile and a heaping plate of warm breakfast. Around this time is
when my younger brother burst into the room looking ready to throw one of his
routine fits. I sighed, thinking how I was surprised that we had been able to get
away with a few peaceful moments.
"Why do I have to stay at church for an extra hour? It's not fair!"
I frowned at him, it's not like I wanted to be at church for four hours
either.
"This is an important day for your brother," my mother chided. "We all
need to go and support him, and then once you turn eight everyone will go and
support you! You should be grateful that you get to be a part of this."
I smiled. I had been learning about my baptism for months now. The
lessons had taught me that after the main meeting, all the new eight-year olds
would go to a room behind the Chapel. That's where one of the high priests
would dip you into the water and baptize you. I also remember not understanding any of that. What I did know is that I was going to be staying an extra hour,
all my family were going to be there, and it was going to be very special.
During church the month prior, one of my older friends talked about
what the experience felt like for him . He said that when the High Priest pulled
him out of the water h e felt completely different. H e said that he could feel the
God's presence like a warm light inside him . I wondered if it felt the same as
when mother would make me hot chocolate. My friend went on to talk about
how much happier he has been since his baptism, but it was nothing I hadn't
heard before.
Several hours later we were sitting in church nearing the end of the
weekly meeting. I was starting to feel nervous as the speaker only had to go
through one more prayer before the meeting would end. I looked around and
there were dozens of my family who had come for my ceremony. My cousin
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caught me looking and waved. I tried to smile back but right at that moment
something caught in my throat and I coughed very loudly. This earned me a
frown from my fath er sitting next to me. The seconds after this passed by in
agony. I watched the small spindle on the only clock in the room as it moved
through the final seconds before we would go to the baptismal room. 3 ... 4 ... 5 ...
It slowly counted. I began to imagine all the horrible things that could happen.
What if I can't hold my breath long enough and I cough up swallowed water all
over the High Priest when he pulls me out? 34 ...35 ... 36 ...
I sat perfectly still hoping that my fear was not showing on my face. My
fath er's frown deepened. I hid my face behind my fingers so that I could only
see the clock. 58 .. .59 ...
"It's time," my father said.
I looked up and nodded. My father took my hand and led me back
behind the chapel. I followed my father past the door and into the baptismal
room. There were 6 rows of benches facing a large tub of water. Behind that
there was a thick velvet curtain.
The High Priest cleared his throat and I jumped. H e smiled at me and
asked, " Son , will you please fo llow me?" We went behind the thick curtain
where the other two eight year olds were waiting. They both looked as nervous
as I felt . The three of us were asked to stay behind the curtain until he called
our names. Over the next few minutes I peaked out from behind the curtain
and watched as our family slowly filed in and took seats in the benches. After all
the benches were full the high priest turned back to the curtain, causing me to
quickly pull it shut and take a step back.
"My daughter, Lilith, please step forward up to the origin water." The
girl standing next to me slipped around the curtain and took the steps up to the
well.
The High Priest held her hand and turned her so that she was facing
the audience. He began to recite the prayer. A few moments later he submerged
her into the water. After being under for only 3 or 4 seconds he brought her
back up. I vividly remember her expression as she came out of the water.
Lilith's entire demeanor was absolutely shining. She had a huge grin
plastered on her face. She looked around excitedly and even let out a small
laugh, which the High Priest joined in on. H e walked her down the steps and
her mother escorted her out of the Origin Room. She looked so happy. I wondered if that's how I would feel. I smiled. I couldn't wait to see what happened.
The High Priest than called out, "my son, Cameron, please step forward to the font." I took a deep breath and pulled the curtain aside. I slowly
walked forward and climbed the steps. The High Priest smiled at me and
extended his hand to help get into the water. I smiled back. The water was
surprisingly warm. H e took my hand and began to recite the prayer. To this day
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I can't remember a word he said. All I remember thinking is, okay get ready to
hold your breath . A few moments later he began to dip me into the water. As I
tilted from vertical to horizontal I breathed in and closed my eyes.
"I wonder what it's going to feel like," I wondered as I lay submerged
under the religious water. I b egan to b e pulled back up. I broke through the
water and stood on my feet again feeling the slippery porcelain underneath
my feet. There was a moment of panic as I realized that it was over. I didn't
feel warm. I wasn't suddenly happy. Wasn't I supposed to have the Holy Ghost
now? I didn't hear anyone's thoughts but my own. I looked around, eyes wide.
I locked onto my father. He frowned . No. I'll pretend. I slapped a smile on my
face, as big as I could muster. His frown began to fade. I straightened up and
looked towards the High Priest smiling.
"We welcome you now as our Brother, " he said as he helped m e back
down the steps and to my grandmother. She beamed down at me.
As we walked towards the exit of the room she wrapped a soft towel
around me and said, "Remember this feeling Cameron, because now you're
going to have the heavenly father's spirit with you for the rest of your life." I
do remember that feeling. Cold, empty and hollow.
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(k'd{ ee s~e pherd)

notices
"Neither snow nor rain nor heat
nor gloom of night stays these couriers
from the swift completion
of their appointed rounds"
My mother works for USPS
That's their motto.
Neither quiet, sobbing whispers of "no"
nor raining of tears down my face
nor heat from my glaring, shining eyes
nor gloom of my impending depressive episode
stays her from swift demolition
of my confidence in repeated rounds.
An envelope full of compliments
addressed to me directly
will always be viewed with suspicion
because my mother oft' convinced me
I should only ever receive junk or hate mail.
I'm stamped with nice's, kind's, sweet's,
traditional fluff commendations.
Common things to hear
From everyday, friendly people
That praise is returned to sender,
as I'm never one to take things graciously
and they've proven they've earned it,
they paid postage.
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With the licks my confidence has taken
pretty's, cute's, and beautiful's don't stick,
Packed in bubble wrap, I still can't
accept such compliments unbroken
My husband is a male man
who finds me breath taking every day.
He delivers his letters of flattery directly
yet I still look around for another wife
who he might think is "Hot in that dress"
Over time he 's teaching me to add
bitter glue to my insides,
made tacky by tears.
This will help adhere good words to my heart.
Yet notes made in passing from strangers
still send up red flags of alarm.
It should be a federal crime
to raise my hopes like that
For making me think
my mom might have lied
and maybe I'm not
the most dissatisfying thing she's ever seen.
It hurts to admit that she loves me
Criticism is her hug holding my lungs tight
Nitpicking is her p ecking kisses to my face
At least I got passing grades in school
Those are some letters for my mom
that maybe she won't shred on sight
Unlike the messenger she shot repeatedly
for bearing themMe
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(michae/ palmer)

.

ninjitsu in suburbia
Salt Lake City, Utah, is my home. As our legends have it, Brigham Young stood
on a mountain pass to the east overlooking this dessicated valley onjuly 24th,
184 7, and declared "This is the place!" Well I guess my ancestors who were with
him must have bought it, because we're still here.
As a general rule, almost nothing grows well in SLC. People know this.
It's common sense. The altitude of 4,500 feet above sea level, the extremes of
winter and summer punctuated by brief periods in between that hardly rate the
rank of seasons, and the fact that life in the high desert means any rain that falls
in summer feels like an afterthought combine to make this a hard country.
Life in the early days of the valley was hard, and strange. That it was
hard we can believe, that it was strange history tells us; you'll have to look it up
for yourself because you'd never believe me if I told you. The early pioneers were
a close knit community and they looked out for each other, sharing what they
grew in an effort to turn this worthless chunk of desert into a rose. Now there are
nearly a million souls who make their home across the Wasatch front from Provo
to Ogden, pushing west from the mountains to a place we call Tooele. Room to
grow, we've got, and we've used it. Most of the center mass of this sprawl, SLC
itself, has become fairly normal, with an urban center and suburbs that surround
this like circled wagons against the arid sagebrush desert by which the city is besieged.
The mores of our community are based in the long tradition of blooming
the rose, and they are immutable. Food should not be wasted. If you have more
than you can eat, and it won't keep for the future, give it away. That simple,
misguided virtue inherited from our fathers was how the zucchini wars began.
Like any suburban plot holder, my dad grew a garden, or tried to, common sense notwithstanding. Almost nothing grows well here, as I said, but there
are exceptions. For reasons yet unknown to science, magic, or God, a single black
beauty zucchini seed introduced to the alkaline and otherwise infertile soil of our
valley will grow into a plant that produces enough harvest to feed three armies in
a single summer.
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These are not your normal zucchini, you understand; not the polite little
twelve inch jobs in the supermarket produce aisle, all tame and ready to be made
savory and delicious with any scant application of culinary intent. Oh no. These
are monsters. If you don't get them all when they're young, if they escape notice
for a few days, they'll sprint forward along the growth curve to become three feet
long and two feet in circumference practically overnight.
There was a time, maybe, when Dad grew the zucchini for food. That
time is long past. Now he grows zucchini as a first line of defense. Any gardener
so woefully innocent as to leave those broad leaved spiky vines out of their suburban plot is volunteering to be the victim of unrelenting charity. Mutually assured
cultivation is what it is, really.
It started simply enough. A few zucchini on our doorstep with a polite
note: "Enjoy the bounty neighbor!" Of course we were hip deep in our own
bounty, but there you go. Then people started trying to avoid the gift by keeping their front doors open and the lights on so they could shout an intercession,
"Thanks! We have ENOUGH already!" That escalated quickly into the mailbox
bomb or the side door sneak.
Other methods of evading the annual largesse proved ineffective. Dad
did try growing yellow squash one year. "Oh no, we just prefer the crookneck,
thank you!" It was a weak defense and it bought us no quarter. Far too many of
our neighbors took pity on us; that was the year mom invented the zucchini dill
pickle. A couple years back, dad brought home a guard dog. Not only could the
mutt not be bothered to bark at people he already knew by smell, the bastard
creature wouldn't even eat any of the vegetables they left behind. Useless.
There have been incidents. When two people with generosity in their
hearts and determination in their eyes meet in a back alley, each armed with
a wheelbarrow full of charity, nothing good will come of it. Last year when he
came home covered in seeds and with strings of goo hanging off the buttons of
his flannel shirt we didn't have to ask, and he would have denied it, but it was
clear as anything; there had been a skirmish on the front lines.
Some of our cagier neighbors resorted to a subtle espionage; the zucchini
delivered to them were carefully recorded as to origin. They would shred them,
freeze the bags of shredded zucchini, and wait patiently for their opportunity. As
soon as anyone fell ill or pregnant or admitted to having a bad day, they could
expect to get their own zucchini back - baked into bread, cookies, casseroles or
what have you. I think they did it for the sheer petty satisfaction of irony, because
I know their freezers filled much faster than they emptied.
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Oh, we have tried to make good use of the things. Despite generations of
grudging research, these wild manifestations of exceptional fertility will not yield
to edibility with anything like pleasure involved. Mock apple pie made with zucchini, zucchini boats, stuffed zucchini, fried zucchini medallions, zucchini bread,
zucchini chopped up in casseroles, zucchini hidden by the cupful in soups and
stews. It is a noble but impotent gesture repeated every year.
The bottom line, the inescapable truth, is that anyone with a plant is going to have too many, and anyone without a plant is going to welcome the sweet
release of death before they crave another summer squash.
Now, in the summer of my 18th year, preparing for his nocturnal rounds
to deliver his surplus crop, Dad is dressed in black from head to toe. Black baseball cap worn beak forward, unadorned black t-shirt (band logos are too visible),
black Wrangler jeans, black socks, and black tennis shoes. Dad has gone full on
zucchini ninja.
"So who's on the list for tonight?"
'Johnson was bragging about taking Friday off and going fishing. If his
boat's gone, he'll get the worst of it."
"Peters?"
"No, Ike Peters has been babying his tomatoes all summer - if I hit him
and get caught I'll come back with more than I took out. Not worth the risk."
''Anyone else then?"
"Got Blankenship in my sights, but I'll have to play that by ear. They've
got a teenage daughter - like I need to tell you - who comes and goes all hours.
If I catch her coming, I can blackmail her into taking some just by volunteering

not to mention what time I saw her come home. If she's out, I'll just do the front
porch classic."
For a moment, over this small talk, our eyes locked and the real conversation took place without words. Don't be like me, son. Study hard, take those AP
tests, live a zucchini free life.
I'll do it, Dad. I promise.
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(nathan wainwright)

too late
I dialed 911:
The uncertain last resort.
But when I looked at you I was certain
That you were already dead,
Though I felt your broken breathing,
And held your head up as yesterday's chicken soup clumped its way into your hair.

I called for help
Because of the what ifs
What if this was the last bit of warmth I would feel from you?
What if I was the one who stole it from your skin?
What if we never took another midnight trip to McDonald's?
What if the last thing those blue and gold eyes saw was our carpet that you never liked?

I prayed to a paramedic
And they carried you away,
Thin gray sheets barely covering your naked body.
And I tried to call out to you
Just to let you know that things would be alright.
But even if my voice hadn't broken, I don't think you would have heard me anyway.

The way I couldn't get your eyes to focus on me still gives me nightmares
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(samuel scott)

carousel
Go round! I love the way you light the world
and leave your paradoxes in my mind.
The way you turn the night into a daze
and turn a fear into something so fine.

The way you move me as I watch you turn,
so giddy that my breath trips over tongue.
And yet I never really move at all,
suspended in the syrup of your wake.

So many of your kind are not my taste,
though your songs are unique enough for me.
Their aura in the air with echoed cheers,
and stirring in my ears, a wondrous numb.

I wish that you would turn around again
and light me up the way you did the world.
And tell me why it feels so god-damn good
to have that world spun out of rhythm.
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(6ria.nna, ma.rin)

lee bree' s blackey mango
In Belize, there is summer all year round.
The best months of Belizean summer
Are April throughjune.
When April is about to make its arrival
Palpable excitement brews within
All the Belizean pickni
And the adults too.
Everybody knows it is Mango season.
Everybody, especially Lee Bree.
Lee Bree loves her mangoes,
Her favorite mango is Blackey Mango.
She knows the rotten black spots
Just mean the mango is ripe- ripe bad.

When Lee Bree peels her mangoes
She does it with her teeth,
Like a true Belizean.
Each piece of skin she peels
She scrapes it on the inside
Making sure to get every morsel.
Soon as Lee Bree is finished peeling her Blackey Mango,
Lee Bree's stubby fingers hold it firmly.
And the pressure that her stubby fingers
Administer on the Blackey Mango
Leaves a sweet trail down her hand
Lee Bree licks that too
And leaves it icky sticky.
Peeling done
Lee Bree takes a bite of her Blackey Mango
It does a Punta jam session on her tongue.
In her mango frenzy
Lee Bree sucks on it
Like she hasn't eat'n for days.
When she's done
Lee Bree picks up another
With her icky-sticky mango fingers
And starts to peel
With her icky-sticky mango lips.
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(heather g,raham)

poetry
"I hate all this poetry" she will say
As she sifts through poems and poems all day
"Too much longing and lust and despair,
Too much. Too Much. I just don't care"

She hates all the poetry, you see
So I wrote a silly poem to her, from me
With matching rhyme, cliched verse
And cadence and meter to make it much worse

"I hate all of these poems," is what she will cry
"If you are not 'the bard' then why even try?

Don't waste my time with purple-y prose.
Too little image and flow. My hatred just grows"

She hates all these pomes, its true, my friend
So, in couplet, I've made misery have no end
She loves villans and puppies - but not poetry
She hates all these poems - and maybe now me.
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(jessie downin~)

lightheaded
Sitting in the boxed-out room was comfortable. The shaggy couch remained
below me, but if I were to stand I'm not sure my fe et would have supported my
weight properly. Starving myself had begun the summer before, and lightheadedness did not mix well with marijuana. The couch was comfortable enough for me
to refuse the urge to rise but the tweed material was plenty annoying on my bare
thighs. We sat in a makeshift circle: five girls to a couch that fit three comfortably,
two men to the left on a love seat, one in the corner La-Z-Boy, with another sort
of behind the couch, standing near me on the right. There were others, but they
remained in the kitchen, playing poker or something.

*
Midnight excursions lead to more than one rape, first-hand and witnessed.
*
They shared stories. Times of far-off adventures, delicious food products, sex,
drugs, and youthful hopes. The room filled with people, emptied, filled again.
The amount of foot traffic was hypnotizing. I sat quietly on the far right end of
the once-sectional couch. I observed more than I spoke. Occasionally it paid off.

*
"Fuck you, bitches," addressing all of us as he threw cash (far too much) in the cab
driver's direction. "You're coo l, though." H e looked into my ryes as a row of goosebumps appeared across the section of my arm that the gun brushed up against. Drug
dealers weren't always the nicest boyfriends.
*
The youngest of them was standing to the side and slightly behind me. His behavior indicated that he was drunk, obviously so, and far too drunk at that. I wondered if he had taken something else in addition to smoking and drinking, but I
tried not to make eye contact. He kept incoherently whispering in my direction,
but I was too nervous to answer, question, or acknowledge his attention. He was
small, an outcast. The way his hoodie sat reminded me of the Unabomber.

*
"Get off your high horse, " was strange to hear after spending an entire week of
silent communication and being nicknamed Mute. A new city, a new state, a new
friend (that happened to be my cousin), a new adventure, a new me, and yet, the old
me lingered far too close for comfort.
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*
At first the cool metal confused me. A joke, maybe. But the blade's tapered
edge and the awkwardness of the position clued me in. The four girls to my left
assured me that I had not mistaken the item and that I did indeed have a razorblade pressed to my fourteen-year-old neck. The whispering boy had lost his cool
and thought that slitting my throat would be an appropriate escape. His hand
didn't move, it shook but didn't move. The room around me began to eat itself
and cry out with desperate shouts and pleas. Apparently everyone was my hero.

*
"You fucking whore," was always mirrored by blood splatters, stolen cigarettes,
shattered dishes, pregnant bellies, strangulations, gunshots, fists, exploding beers,
dismantled vehicles, or secret stashes.
*
The whispering boy removed the razor blade, slid his hoodie further over his face
and turned around to face the wall. He began to strike his head against the wall,
leaving a trail of intoxicated blood on the soiled background, his shamed face,
and the hoodie that he tried to hide behind.

*
The shouting woke me. The shouting scared me. The shouting increased my fever.
The shouting clouded my eyes. The shouting would be the easy part. The shouting
would end. The shouting became a memory when the shooting remained present.

*
We sat in stunned silence for minutes, moments, a lifetime, but then the other men in the room were able to escort the kid with the razor blade out of the
house. "Are you okay?" was asked too many times to recall who or where the
sound had come from. I was silent, as always, because there was nothing for me
to utter in response. This time it wasn't nerves, or anxiety, or a lack of knowing
how to respond. This time it was shock. Simple shock. There was no going back
to the ignorant, naive youth I had once possessed.

*
Twenty years have passed, multiple incidences followed, but it's okay because I
always know when to keep my mouth shut.
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(mor~a,n rohertson)

lebanon
Sita is an angel
She has bedroom eyes
Sunken with grief
But emerald and ember meet your eyes

Searching for home
A voice sweet and tart like the juice of a strawberry
Trying to express that I, am my own
The freedom she's only known
Was her hair long and black in youth
She grew in a house where a man robbed her peace
Managed her with leather reins - a deplorable truth
Roots from the old country burn in her veins
19 she found
In her eyes a savior granting release
only to be captivated once more
an untrue love - unloyal hound
papa has dragged her about like a show pony
trapped between doors
quiet intellect and compassion drowned
in a kitchen she owns
the sweat beads on her olive tainted skin
a dulcified aroma of candied walnuts and dates in the oven
a love so sweet I'm convinced its her
she wipes droplet covered knives in cloth
I know
Sita is an angel with chains on her wrists
Tears in her eyes
and 54 years tasting a man's pride
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(eric jensen)

on an october's morning
The dark is decaying
Choking, closing in, caging my body while twisting my mind
I hate the dark
And the wind, dear god the wind
Whispers through the trees sneaking up on me
A murderer in his residence
The wind hits chimes that echo with eerie eminence
They say

why do you venture out into the dark?
venture into the murderers living room for your pen
I don't know
Because I make too many mistakes and you're going to catch up with me eventually, I say
back to the
darkness

I run
Run from the cold promise of loneliness the wind brings as it sweeps away the leaves
Run from the moon that will illuminate every micro misstep I make
Run from the chimes that tease me and say,
We know exactly how to get to you
How to scare you
How to make you think
How to overemphasize every little detail in your mind
how the grass crunches against your feet, and how your heart jumps to your throat
when you see the neighbors light go on, how you feel your body get a chill as you
transcribe your pointless thought to paper and you wonder

if the chimes are still

after you
I am afraid of the dark more than I am afraid of anything else in my life. I am afraid of
quiet peaceful nights. I am afraid of being left in the blackness of Octobers Mornings,
and then, the wind chimes chide again as they will for the rest of these cold unforgiving
Octobers mornings.
( 5 2)

(mor9an underwood)

fall

the heat wave passes
stagnant feelings & empty desideratum
in its' tight grasp

I breathe in

lungs foll of
fresh , cool air
yanking me up from a
deep slumber

reminding me that
the color of

Emy
can, over time, become
the color of
H appiness

I breathe out

impatiently
waiting for the leaves to Fall
cascading over those who have yet to be

awakened.

(heather graham)

ray

I reached for you with trembling hands
Our bodies touching
Fingertips waltzing across glistening skin
Colliding in smooth kisses of regard
Caressing.

I longed for you with trembling heart
Our moment lingering
Insides fluttering with swift infatuation
Igniting in unexpected affection.
Loving.

I called for you with trembling tongue
Our eyes meeting
Footsteps whispering goodbyes across aquarium floors
Disappearing in crowds among the other fish.
Forgetting.

(al ton barn hart)

death to the v6 goddess
Her name was Bertha and she was the Volvo 240 wagon I cherished. When my
dad threw me the keys to her, I was held victim to passion and fre edom. She
was stretched out like a hearse with a pale white exterior; blue leather filled her
insides from front to back. She was rough between each crevice, patches of dents
and brown splotches of oxidation stood noticeable like battle scars, yet seemed
beautiful to my eyes. When we would make eye contact, her left, Halogen eye
sparkled less than her right. Her grill was crooked and partially hanging off from
a bent, wire hanger. Her kicks were Firestone with offroading tread, decked out
with silver skull and crossbones hubcaps. She was treated exquisite like the queen
of rusted metal; the V6 goddess.
During the day, she would blend into the Midvale environment, disguising herself as a normal transportation unit. With a rotation of the key, she would
ignite with a loud crackle and soon pudder softly like a wrecked tugboat. I would
roll through the quiet town of run-down neighborhoods and graffitied businesses;
normally stopping for a gas and gulp. I would sometimes find entertainment rubbernecking any mirage of red and blue lights, followed by seeing the aftermath
of a head on collision. The idea of having Bertha was just to be driven to point A
to point B; no long-distance traveling. Bertha was given to me as home to school
vehicle, where the only alternative destination would be to the local grocery store
for work. However when the sun began to settle in the west, that's when point A
and point B disappear into nothingness and the events that occurred was a tale of
folklore.
I was a young soul with a full heart at the time; a smartass attitude to
the world and an ageless shell of flesh for protection. My blood was a mixture of
caffeinated beverages and testosterone, which affected every aspect in my everyday routine. My appearance was strapped with the labels of "Punk" or "Nothing
but trouble." The usual articles of clothing revolved around a faded red, plaid
button-up on top of a white shirt, with the word "RIOT" in black graffiti. A pair
of khaki shorts, looped with cheap belt matched perfectly, as tethered Chuck
Taylors tied them all in. My face was normally a smug smile and a pair of black
Ray-Bans to straighten my facial structure; along with a military-style haircut
for a topper. However, deep down was a boiling hunger for the next big thing, a
journey of enjoyment and cheap thrills.
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In this life, peer pressure was used as pillars for my self-confidence; built
by bad decisions and narcissism. Every action that unfolded from one dare was
just the next step into being pushed once again. The actions were foolish and
sometimes juvenile; trespassing in abandoned warehouses, prank-calling people out of state, being kicked out of various department stores, hitting outdated
electronics with golf clubs at three in the morning, small acts of mayhem and
mischief Our punishments involved angry managers and police, but no outcome
brought handcuffs. It was stupid, it immature, but it was just too much fun . I
don't stand proud for the decisions I made, but I don't regret them either. I began
to grow tired of dare after dare; independence was the next hunt. I just didn't
know I would find it on State Street .. .
As the clock turn of 12 o'clock on a warm August night, I took my beauty out for a decent drive down the legendary State Street. The long, crackling
strip of asphalt was a slow commute with glittering neon that lit up each building
and business; which most of them decayed many years ago from the owner's
abandonment. The hazy street lights would point down, lighting a path to the
North side of the valley. 12:02 AM clicked on with a slow 30 miles per hour; the
puddering stayed at a normal pace like a healthy heart pumping premium gasoline. I slowed down to zero when a reach a red light on 7200 South, blaring down
on windshield. The bustling traffic 5 hours earlier has been reduced to late night
workers returning home after closing time. Then, as the the hands on the clock
turned to 12:03, a flash of green gleaned down as a signal to proceed forward.
There was a myth about State Street; at 12:03 in the morning all the traffic lights would turn green all the way up to Capitol Hill. All the police would be
in the middle of rotating their positions, which meant a silent, unprotected street.
A stench of bad decision-making formulating in the air, along this dark clouds
of exhaust. Death-gripping the steering wheel like a leather battle axe, I began
proceeding forward as the speedometer climbed higher and higher. 35 ...40 ...45 ...
the engine,heart started screaming as the pudder fired off like firecrackers. My
surroundings of abandoned buildings began to blend into patterns of greyish
stripes. Passing each street name in less than 30 seconds; 5900 South, 5300 South,
lntermountain Drive. A little voice was screaming at me "Slow down!" However,
a small whisper was telling me to go faster. With the windows rolled down, the air
whistled with a freezing blast ran goosebumps down my arms. 50 .. .55 ... my foot
laid the gas all the way down to the floor covered and staying there. Each traffic
light I passed left a tracing green that stained my iris.
I remembered all the V /H/S tapes watched in Driver's Ed; images of
crushed front ends and mangled bodies flashed through my brain. An picture of
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my dad saying, "You're going to kill yourself. Slow the hell down!" Looking in the
rearview mirror, I could see my friends; daring me to gun it. "What's the matter?
Afraid to go faster?" Their voices getting louder and more intense as I began
grinding my teeth like steel to stone. This moment was not for them, it was for
me and I was going to take it. "This is my destiny!" I yelled, screaming like a maniac behind the wheel of a fuel-injected murder machine. At this rate, the intensity I was feeling began to become comfortable numb as the puddeering became
fuffied . All of the sudden, the speedometer hit 70 mph and just like that...a sound
of silent. I felt like God behind her wheel; this was my enlightenment.
The air was icy as I started crossing through the downtown district. The
lights xpierced down like search lights on every corner. The buildings were fresh
and clean as they tower all the way up into the dark ocean above. I slowed down
to a safe 30 miles when the Volvo climbed up the steep Capitol Hill, all the way
to the top. That's when I saw it; behind the tall trees funneling the last stretch of
the asphalt stood the glowing castle-like structure. The granite empire, standing
on the tippy top, stretched out along staircase. Pillars made of marble held up
the stone and steel as a metallic dome laid on top. I parked the car on the side
and walked all the way up the steps. I was feeling breathless due to the adrenaline
and blood still squeezing and turning inside. I reach the top steps of capitol as I
looked straight forward to the valley. Green and brown mountains towered and
circled around the little shimmering lights like a crib for an infant; a resting spot
for such a bustling place to live in. The moon was fully intact, shining in the east
as if it was a midnight guardian. When you're this high, nothing else matters at
that moment. No worries, no pressure and no contact to my world. I was finally
with myself once again; I was on top of the world. This was pure magic ...
I went home that night with a full heart, still pushing out adrenaline. I
conquered an urban myth of the valley with no charges or dead bodies for me
to take care of. I was the alpha male of my own world, nothing else could stop
me without a price of ownage. I pulled into my driveway on a quarter of gas left
in the tank when I took the key out of ignition. The firecrackers slowed to Pop
Rocks and soon to silence, as a slight sizzling sound followed afterwards. Dad was
asleep on the couch as I slowly opened the front door. The television was hosting
a short clip of COPS when I reached the remote and pressed power off. Swiftly
tip-toeing to my bedroom, I entered the room and closed the door behind me
with a faint SQUEEEAK. I Stripped down to my Spongebob boxers and hopped
between a warm quilt, then I plugged in my phone as it lit up for a moment to
prove it was charging. I turned over to cuddle up in the quilt, closing my eyes and
began dream-catching with a huge grin on.
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I awoke the morning to the low sound of a vibration. Vvvph ... vvvph ...
vvvph... followed by my phone lighting up in the dark room with the name
Brayden Bash greemed on the palm-sized screen. I cleared my throat and "swipe
to unlock" with a scratchy "Hello?" to reply. "Hey Alton, my man, want to come
hang out with me and Griffin in a little bit?" the voice on the other end asked.
"Yeah sure, let me just get ready." I replied in mid yawn, rubbing the crusty
crumbs out of my eye lids. '½.lright man, I'll meet you at your house. I got my
dad's Tahoe."
I took a quick shower to rinse out the bed head with enjoy a bowl of
Cinnamon Toast Crunch behind the shower curtains. I hurried and dried off
with a beach towel and slipped into some fresher clothing, as I heard a Tahoe
pull up outside. I exited my house and locked the door behind me, when I heard
Brayden's voice .behind me saying, "Griffin's house is up the street. Just follow
me." I replied with an OK hand gesture and jumped in the car. I started up
Bertha as I heard the a distinged low puddering and then a loud pop like normal.
I smiled for a minute as I warmed her up, looking down at the almost empty gas
gauge. I pulled out of the driveway and began following the green SUV close
behind.
It was a beautiful day with a glorious sun, heating up the small community of the valley. We were both going the safe 30 miles to hunt down Griffin's
home. We passed a park with a little league playing ball on the dirt. I looked over
as I heard whooping and hollering from the parents. I smiled at them for the moment and laughed a little bit...until I heard the screeching of tire in front of me.
I looked up, right as the Tahoe lifted up from it's front brakes and Bertha's front
end went underneath. I stopped suddenly, but my body was still pushing forward
and then stopped by the seat belt. The back half jumped up at a 60 degree angle
and body-slammed down, killing the back shocks with almost a spine-breaking.
My head smacked against the windshield and fractured from impact; forming
itself into a spider web effect with a small blood drip in the middle. The loud of
ringing filled my ears with a suppressed crunching came from my torso. Letting
out a weak umph , I tried to collect air back to my lungs as the ringing slowly
turned to a horrific groan like an ambulance siren in a blender. I swung open
the driver's side door as I unbuckle the seat belt and fell out into the road; on my
back, bruising three ribs in the process and knocking the wind out of my body. I
got to my knees looking up to see Brayden shouting for help and Bertha's hood
bent-open and smoking. The smoke rushed to my lungs, coughing for better air
quality. I tried to get to my feet, but then collapsed back to the asphalt on my
bruised stomach. I crawled to the curb, as residents of the neighborhood began
exiting their homes with phones in one hand.
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As time went by, the cops pulled up to make sure I was okay. They were
asking me questions like "How fast were you going?" and "Were you texting?"
The entire time they were interrogating, I was staring at my car's front. The grill
was reduced to shattered, chrome bits of plastic. The hood was folded like bad
origami and splattered with a rancid cocktail of windshield wiper fluid and burning motor oil. A crooked smile formed from the bumper was pressed up underneath the Tahoe. The headlights laid on the ground crumbled right next to half
of the license plate, but at least the turning signal was still working. I looked up to
the windshield to see an imprint of my cheek fogged up on the glass, above that
was the blood from my forehead. I pressed the forming goose egg near my temple, as a sharp pain shot out followed by trickling drops of red. I knew I was going
to be in trouble. To my surprise, I looked to the Tahoe to find the entire back half
completely unfazed. The emerald green paint job still gleamed and sparkled. The
hazard blinkers still continued to signal, without a bulb busted or a wire short-circuiting. The real damage was a couple of scrapes on the muffler and the back
bumper jiggled a bit. Overhearing Brayden's conversation with the police, he was
lying through his teeth. "I was going the speed limit. He was the one speeding." I
was boiling in my skin. Pistons firing off in my brain as I nearly grinded my teeth
to powder, yet I couldn't react. Now if I thought throwing away my car made me
mad, hearing one of my best friends vomit out a bull story made me furious.
Due to our polar-opposite stories, the officer couldn't give us a ticket. He
knew one of us was lying, but he didn't know who. No charges were placed and
no ambulances came around. I called a tow truck to haul the Bertha's corpse
back to my dad's. The truck was already at my house when my mom parked the
car. The driver of the truck lowered the car to ground level and unhooked the
hand-sized hooks. With man power, the tow truck driver and I pushed the car all
the way to my back, where it would stay a month. I walked to the back the next
day to Bertha laying there peaceful. I pulled the keys out of my back pocket to
put back in the glove box. I began to walk away, but for a single moment, I turned
around and smirked. I was human once again; no longer indestructible. The
fatality of Bertha was my fault of course; my inflated ego was taken for a ride and
ended almost life-threatening. However, regrets were not in my favor because I
was always the one to raise a fist at life and its norms. I knew I was going to get
hit hard, I just wasn't expecting a glass left hook to the forehead and the death to
a V6 goddess.
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(c.c. hiehn)

at the end of the lane
I'm still trying to explain your disappearance.
H ow the woods seemed to open
wide, stretch an arm,
a branch You walked right in,
and left the search party the lost ones.

Or maybe you weren't meant for life.
Thrown from the womb, your mother,
prematurely
into a sea too small to contain
such a wild tempest.
She didn't want you either,

and there are no oceans here.

Now, the trail is overgrown, but
my hand brushes a gash in the wood,
a scrap of scarlet fabric from the coat
you always wore.
Torn.
I pause.
What happened here?
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You always walked a path separate
from ours.
A character born from distrust, from the
spaces in an author's ribcage.
Wicked boy,
couldn't you see this from the start?

Nothing will ever be your own.

Still I search, through forests
tangled and wild as your hair.
A clearing ahead.
I find you at the end of the lane,
standing still as one of the trees
you fled to.

It becomes you.
Silent, I take your hand.
You say, look up, and
a burning trail cuts across sky.
As the line recedes,
for the first time,

I can see the stars.
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{mi~hae/ palmer)

walking on glass
You've been here before, haven't you? Sure you have. The only sounds you hear
are crickets and a soft breeze carrying the smell of juniper, sagebrush, and pine.
A night sky canopy of stars.Just over there, the crescent moon is a fingernail clipping of silver light about to sink behind the mountain. Yeah, you've been here.
I've seen you, you've seen me. Mind if I sit down a moment, share your fire? See,
the thing is, even never having met, we need to talk. Or I need to talk and you
can just listen for now.
These gray hairs you see on my chin and poking out from my hat they're real. Not makeup. I was born just after our nation first left footsteps on the
moon, and my folks started bringing me out here before the last man we sent up
there had taken his walk.
I'm a fisherman. Do you fish? Maybe. That might be a canoe sitting next
to you, or a spinning rod, or maybe it's one for flies. Or maybe you don't, and
that's just a tent over there in the gathering shadows and that thing I can only
now just see outside the firelight is a mountain bike. Or maybe you came up here
just to be here with no other purpose in mind. I couldn't blame you. They call
this place a pretty, great state. Well, I've seen it, and they're not wrong. Just about
anywhere my Utah state license lets me fish, I've been there to try it. We live in a
hard country, but it's pretty. Fragile too. Like a pane of old glass.
I guess that's why we come out here. To test ourselves against this hard
country. To find out if what we have inside of us is tough enough to take on the
outdoors and still come back to civilization whole. I know it's not the fish. A
rainbow trout - you can get that at any supermarket, couple or three bucks a
pound. It'll be cleaned for you too. Get a trout out of these high mountain lakes,
well - by the time you figure in the gas and time, and all the gear you have to buy
first, I don't think you're eating fish for less than 15 bucks a pound, and there's
no guarantee of that. Get your fish at the supermarket, you know what you're
having for dinner. Up here, you remember to pack hotdogs.
Do you see that tree over there? The cedar? It rains so little in these parts,
that tree is older than you are. Older than I am. In fact, they live for more than
600 years given the chance. It has roots that stretch down into the earth about
twice as far as it is tall, 15 feet or so, and out a hundred around in all directions,
searching for a sip of water. It might be the oldest living thing out here, but not
the most delicate. There are places in this country where if you put your foot
down wrong, you can break a mold or a fungus that started growing before the
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United States was even a thing. Did you know that? That lake over there - it's a
reservoir. Melted snow, captured by a dam , held in place against the heat of th e
summer. People drink that. Not straight up as it is, of course, it gets cleaned and
sanitized and filtered in water treatment plants first, but that's the same water
that will make a baby's formula in a valley near here, water a lawn, help shave a
businessman. Saving the snow from winter is the only way we make it through
the summer. It doesn't rain enough otherwise.
Like I said earlier, this is a hard country, but fragile . Take anything out of
it, it won't be back anytime soon. Burn that cedar's branches in your campfire,
and that tree won't replace them in time for your kids to ever see it. Grandkids
even. Set off a firework out here, you could destroy things older than the nation
whose birth you're celebrating. A witless show of bravado by a young man can
topple over two rocks which have sat balanced, one on top of the other, since
before any humans left a footprint in this dese rt sand.
Anyway - I thought you ought to know. See this land - I belong to it. You
do too, now. Wherever you came from, however you got here, this is a home we
share, and we have to look out for these far places. A careless blunder can break
it; break it beyond saving. I thought you should know that, so that when you have
some gray hairs of your own, you might be talking to another young person out
here testing their strength against the wild, and if you and I are both careful - it
will still be here for them, unbroken and delicate. The reservoirs still full of fish
to catch, not polluted into disuse or crowded over with invasive species or just too
heavily used for recreation to offer any fishing worth doing.
Time I was going, I need to find my bed underneath all these stars, and
I should leave you to find yours. I hope I haven't ruined your fun. Old fishermen
like me, we know the only way we get to keep fishing is if we help make young
fishermen, and teach them what we've learned. We want you out here. We need
you to create the future. Now you know to walk softly, because you're walking on
glass.
Goodnight.
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_(gage jar man)

terminal encounter
cacunk - cacunk - cacunk
The midday train rolls away
years since they were lathed, wheels rattle
down the line, torqued by a myriad of uneven dimples
Every nick and notch worn smooth by time
cacunk - cacunk - cacunk
H ead down, a screen shields harsh sunlight
Ear buds numb the mind
Flip the choke
cacunk - cacunk - cacunk
the city breathes outside, the window
reflecting, the opportunity passed
shallow glances I stole,
her rose colored glasses.
cacunk - cacunk - cacunk
Nerves stoke
the fire like black coal.
Embers flash through cracks.
cacunk - cacunk - cacunk
Clutch my contracting chest
Salt stings lingering wounds
cacunk - cacunk - cacunk
Wide eye, hesitate
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(nathan wainwrig-ht)

god counts women's tears
With a bruised cheek and a black eye, but never a tear shed, Lacie McOmber lay
silently on the dingy saloon flooring. She breathed deeply, her mind still racing after the blows that had left her sprawled on the wood beneath her. Jessie had since
left- gone to the downstairs bar in all likelihood-but his presence still loomed
over her. H e had to know, as well as she, that a line had been crossed; nothing
would ever be the same between them.

***
Summers ago- on the complete opposite side of the country- Lacie laid
her face against a much softer floor: The carpet of her father's office. Warm sunlight streamed in through a small, square window. Booted and spurred footsteps
across the hardwood of the county jail's entryway hailed her father's coming. He
entered his office and stopped, leaning up against the doorframe and looking at
his one joy in life.
Lacie knew he was there, but kept her eyes closed. For now, if she didn't
make acknowledgement of his presence, he would stay where he was, and she
where she was. It was possible to freeze time in this blissful moment, but only if
she kept her eyes closed.
Finally, after one of the precious few quiet moments to be had in Amarillo-especially in ajailhouse- Lacie opened her eyes to see her father. A short and
stout man, but capable nonetheless, Michael Marston stood with an honest smile
that cut a swath free from his bushy face. His hair was cut short respectfully, but
his beard could never be tamed. On his hip, as usual, he wore a large six-shooter,
and his chaps were perpetually dirtied by mud and trail dust. Yep, he was a western man through and through.
Lacie smiled back at him and saw herself in the years ahead, taking up
his old pistol, filling in his dusted boots, pinning on the rusted badge of a sheriff.
Perhaps she'd get married as he had, and perhaps she'd lose her spouse the same
way- smallpox- and perhaps in time's passage she'd be looking down lovingly at
her own daughter. Or maybe her own son.
The spell of time had truly broken only an instant after Lacie Marston
opened her eyes, for the very next second, the jail's big, wooden door opened,
and in walked a sturdy man. Lacie scrambled to her feet and her father wiped his
smile away with a hand though his beard as he turned to face the stranger.
"Sheriff Marston," the man said, his voice solid as the timber he stood
upon with his broken in- but not yet worn- boots. "I believe you've put a bounty up for Clive Ellis."
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"I have," replied Lacie's father, already reaching into his waistcoat pocket
for the bills he kept there specifically to pay off bounty hunters. "Fifty dollars
alive, thirty dead."
The man retreated out the door for a moment and returned to throw
a heavy bundle to the floor. Blood leaked out of a dirty blanket. "Oh, he's dead
alright."
Lacie's father bent down to check the man, and after finding everything
satisfactory, counted out thirty dollars for the hunter.
As he was getting his money, the stranger caught sight of Lacie in the
office and gave her a smile that rivaled even her father's jovial grin. "Forgive me,"
said the man, moving in front of the body as if to hide it, "I didn't realize there
was a lady present. My name's Jessie McOmber, and who would you be?"
Lacie opened her mouth to reply, and even took a step toward the appealing man, but her father beat her to the punch. "Here's your money McOmber."
He thrust the bills into Jessie's hands. "That's my daughter and you'll leave her
alone."
The man simply smiled, took his money, walked out the door, threw on a
hat, and mounted his horse. Then, turning back and changing his grin from flirtatious to cocky, he said, "I'm a bounty hunter, Sheriff. Once I've got something in
my sights, I never let go."
And then he galloped away, leaving Michael Marston shaking his head
and Lacie already thinking of baby names.

***
Oh, how her father had been right, Lacie now thought, finally standing
from the uncomfortable ground. A line had been crossed, and there was no use
pretending otherwise.
And that's why she retrieved a cloth wrapped object from her travel bag,
climbed into the squeaky bed of the inn's smallest room, and waited for Jessie to
finish drinking and come upstairs. She unwrapped the her father's stolen revolver
and clutched it to her breast.
Her face hurt something fierce, but still no tears came. Her mother used
to tell her that God counted women's tears. Vengeful as she was, she was determined not bring any more damantion on Jessie than he'd brought on himself
Tomorrow, she would set out of that Kansas town, back to Amarillo to
collect her father's bounty of one hundred dollars: Dead onJessie McOmber.
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( ano~mous)

food tor love
I remember the first experience I had with food that told me I might have a
problem. I was in middle school, around twelve years old, maybe thirteen, and
I wanted to prove that I could go a whole week without consuming cheese. As
the seventh day was coming to a close, I went to the kitchen and put together the
cheesiest cheese bread ever made by a tween girl. I loaded up a ridiculous amount
of bread for a kid my age with more than its fair share of the cultured, salty
goodness and popped it in the oven. I watched, drooling and acting just a little
bit wacky as it cooked. The way they bubbled up and browned, filling the house
with warmth and aromas that made the last few minutes painfully exciting. I felt
like an overly excited puppy, losing my mind over what I knew was coming. When
they finally came out I just stood by the stove and ate the first slice, almost moaning at the goodness as all of the textures - melty, gooey, toasted but soft - and
flavors came together in a way that I didn't know could happen so beautifully! I
had timed it perfectly - down to the minute! - so they would be ready just as the
week was up.
I didn't plan this "wrapping it up" meal. The idea came to me as I was
bragging to a friend and my mother about how the week was almost done and
I succeeded. They were with me the whole time as I put everything together,
waited excitedly, and ate my vice in an almost inappropriate way. I honestly didn't
realize what I was doing, and they didn't spell it out for me either. It was the
concerned, borderline embarrassed, looks on their faces that told me there might
be something wrong with this picture. Even then, my naivety kept me from really
grasping that it was a real problem until much later.
My childhood was, well, "difficult" to put it nicely. My mother was only
eighteen years old when she got pregnant with me, and my father couldn't legally
buy alcohol until after I was born. Within four years they had an additional three
children, bought a house that they couldn't really afford, and discovered that
one of my dad's best friends was going to prison for sexually abusing myself and
multiple other girls around my age. While I don't remember the majority of the
abuse, I do remember the long-term effects it had on how my parents would raise
me.
They were overwhelmed. I get that. They had these babies at a really
young age and this need to show their families that they could raise us themselves.
Then, their circle of trust was compromised, and now they needed to prove, not
only to themselves but also to the government, that they could protect us from
harm. Money was tight. Stress was high. What were two kids barely out of high
school and thrown into all of this responsibility supposed to do?
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Needless to say, they opted for extra caution vs too little, and the results
were stifling! My parents needed to be able to see the house where I was spending
time at 90% of the time and they were too embarrassed to let other kids come
over and see our home. Lots of privacy was too risky, as it left too much room
for someone to come into my life and hurt me again. They read my notes to and
from friends and would grill me on anything that looked remotely out of line with
"perfectly safe." I couldn't do any extracurricular activities aside from music classes because they required the least amount of money and, more importantly, the
least amount of time outside of regular school hours. I couldn't watch the movies
I wanted to or listen to the music that I wanted. And there was no way that I'd
be able to go away on walks by myself, so I walked a path into the ground around
their house.
Honestly, they did most everything else right. And they've eased up immensely over the years. My younger siblings are getting much more freedom and
fun than I ever did.
Still, that kind of childhood is hard! If I was more introverted, it may not
have been so bad, but I was that really confident, social butterfly of a kid. I needed that social interaction and freedom like I needed air. Having it deprived of me,
I felt heartbroken, depressed, and horribly confused.
Under this cloud of negativity, I turned to food. It's where I had the most
freedom and, sadly, where I felt the most loved. Food didn't forbid me from seeing
my boyfriend or tell me that my parents were evil. Food didn't judge me for gaining twenty pounds in three years or hate me over a twisted rumor. Food gave me
more freedom and had fewer limits than anywhere else in my life. Food helped
me feel complete when nowhere and no one else would.
As the years went by, food became my go to method of enjoyment. I
celebrated with food. I mourned with food. I ate to think more clearly. I ate when
I was bored. At social gatherings, food could easily make or break the event in my
memory. Immortalizing the experience as wonderful or lame, depending on what
they served.
At any meal, I would always get the same few things and dreaded trying
new foods because what I liked was good, and I didn't want to mess with the only
consistently happy experience in my life. For breakfast at school, I always opted
for either the jumbo cinnamon roll or the jumbo cheese roll with fry sauce. Each
took up a whole plate and my goal was always to finish. For lunch, I would alternate between a slice of cheese pizza with a side of ranch, a turkey sub sandwich
with the same toppings (cheese, lettuce, tomato, cucumber, black olives, mustard,
and mayo, in that order) every single time, or the same vegetarian salad with a
whole wheat roll to both stuff with cheese and dip in ranch. These foods were
always available and never let me down.
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I remember another time when I was so depressed about where I was
in my romantic life, that I ate a whole bag of Nacho Cheese Doritos and eight
regular sized donuts from a box of twelve in the parking lot by Subway. It kept
me from crying, but for the first time in my life I asked myself "Why am I doing
this?"
I eventually found myself in a healthy, happy relationship with a person.
For the first time in my life, I was truly loved back! It was only when this need
was met that I was finally able to step back and see what was going on with my
eating. I started reading books and blog posts and virtually anything I could get
my hands on to figure out what healthy eating is and what it isn't. I also tried a
few experiments and learned more specifically what does and doesn't work for my
body. All of this with the patient support of my husband.
I still don't have the best relationship with food. I go back and forth
between what I've learned is best and what is comfortable and familiar. But I am
getting better. I am more aware now that food is more of an experience to me,
and one tied to the best times of my childhood. I'm also more aware of how I feel
when I eat my childhood favorites vs when I eat more strictly clean foods. This
awareness has helped me to realize that balance is best when it comes to my food
consumption. Though I haven't found that perfect balance, I know I'll get there
with practice. In the meantime, I'm enjoying the process over salads, tex-mex,
and pizza with my best friend - who also happens to be my husband. What more
could a woman ask for?
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(amie schaeffer)
the day i saved my mother's life
The pool table we owned when I was a kid had this hideous, oversized lamp that
hung over it. It was supported by thick copper chains and glowed orange. I always
thought the felt on the table seemed a shade too dark, or that the oak was a shade
too light. Looking back, I'm sure it was the lamp. The felt folded corners were
always powdered in blue and it thrived with small scars from ungraceful shots.
The pool table and everything surrounding that pool table brings memories of
my parents and my parents' friends. It reminds me of smoke-filled rooms, crass
jokes, stained teeth, crackled laugh and country music. I would watch in awe and
confusion.
It also reminds me of beer in silver cans and the requests of me to fetch
them.
"Hold it careful or it will explode when mommy opens it, okay?"
My eyes would grow wide as fear swam through my body. I would solemnly nod and start my somber walk up the two flights of stairs. I peered into the
fridge at the silver lines of cans. There were so many of them. Chewing on my
lip, I waited for my intuition; my gut feeling to tell me which cold can to take in
my hands. Like a water witch, I waved my hands in the cold air over the rows of
silver until they stopped over the one deemed good enough to take to my mother.
I stood at the top of the first set of stairs, ten in number. I took a deep breath and
started my descent slowly, carefully holding the silver can tightly with both hands.
Between each step, a confirmed pause, heart pounding, eyes wide. I knew I was
more than halfway there when I finished that first flight. Ready for the second, six
in number. I couldn't mess up now, not when I was so close. I could feel a pool of
saliva collecting in my mouth . A breeze came in, cooling the sweat on my brow.
Another deep breath and a hard, loud swallow.
I took my first step and looked back at the first eleven to reassure myself.
Five more to go. Four .. . pause, breath. Three ... pause, breath, swallow and
another breath. Two . . . pause, another look back. Closing my eyes, I whispered,
"you can do it, come on!" One last step to flat, safe ground. I lifted one foot,
planted it, then the second. Both pink fuzzy slippers were safe on the ground! I
did it! The crowd in my head went wild!
I walked over to my mother, can still clenched in both hands. She didn't
notice. Tugging at the back of her shirt, I looked up to see her face turn and
smile. She took the can with only one hand, boy was she brave. She cradled my
chin in the hand that was free and kissed my head. She knelt down until she was
almost my size.
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She moved chocolate strands of hair from my eyes before saying, "Thank
you, baby." Then another kiss, on my nose this time.
I went back to my observation corner on the couch. I pulled and
stretched my Care Bear nightgown until it covered my slippers, forming me into
a shape that could rock back and forth with little effort. Pride overtook me. I was
the deliverer of Bud Light! I smiled to myself I took on a mission that prevented
a catastrophe; an explosion! In essence, I saved my mother's life. A task I believe
neither of my sisters could have taken on. Not even Brandy, my senior of four
and a half years. She was nine.
I sat in my corner, radiating in satisfaction and thinking about how gracefully I climbed down those treacherous stairs. And hey, it could have been worse.
My mother could have asked for two.
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( carmina 9-ra'd)

the one who should have known
Of course, in the aftermath of these things, after everyone knows all the facts
along with the outcome, it is nearly impossible to separate those at the epicenter
of the event as People Who Should Have Known Better from Innocent Bystanders Just Living Their Lives. I know that, I've done it myself, to others. When
Sarah from The Office finally discovered that Eliot was cheating, she Should
Have Known because of the napkin from a coffee shop across town crumpled in
his suit jacket pocket. That never happened, the coffee-shop-napkin-thing, but it
could have-- or at least it is a good example of what might have. It doesn't matter.
The thing of it was, after Sarah found out, she Should Have Known months ago.
That's how it is with me, and the aftermath of all this. I Should Have Known,
according to those who have the the synopsis with a breakdown of characters,
their motivations, and a Ji,ni' at the end. I didn't have all that, all right, so I
didn't, couldn't, know. So, even though after the fact, as I'm portrayed as the
selfish idiot in all this; I want it known that I couldn't have had the perspective
necessary to understand and and respond with the import it really deserved.
Warranted. Needed. Whatever.
So I didn't immediately recognize the moment for what it was. Fine, the
significance of it escaped me. Okay, obviously I didn't "get" it. But even outside
of a perfectly justified indignant response to the general public, I think it's important to realize that these sort of things just don 't happen every day, and I was
not prepared. It was just another thing on a busy day full of disappointments. I
didn't pay it much heed until the fate of the world depended on it.
Which is why I missed the beginning of the alien invasion.
Admittedly, a little more critical to Have Known than Sarah missing the
signs of Eliot's disloyalty, but just keep in mind that it's the same idea-- after it's
all over, it's much easier to point fingers and assign blame.
It started like most Thursdays did, with my alarm blaring at 6:30 and
then at 6:40 and then again at 6:50, at which point I turned it off and rolled
blearily from my left side to my right side, until at 7: 15 my cat woke me up by
meowing for breakfast and I thought, Shit, late again .
Around 8:00 (because if you're going to be late for work, you might as
well be spectacularly late for work), I was finally packed in to the crowded train
at Sweetgrass Station like sardines in a can; only, we weren't in a can, we were
in a train compartment, and instead of being fish, we were people-- and now I
come to think of it, we weren't even smothered in oil like sardines in a can-- but
on the whole we probably smelled bad, and nobody likes being packed into a
train, like nobody likes canned sardines. So really all I'm trying to say is that it
was a bad start to the day.
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The person beside me was purple. Literally purple. Not with rage or
asphyxia or anything, just literally purple, with a funny squiggly pattern on their
forehead and orange eyes with the pupils diagonal, like a goats '. The lips were flat
and curved from a split from the middle, like a cats'. I had already pulled out my
ratty old book, a detective novel, and was dead set on ignoring everything around
me.
"Excuse me," said the purple person. Then again, louder, when I didn't
look up. " Excuse me, but is this Earth? Are you an Earth-being?"
There it is. The recriminating moment. It's all over the news, I'm sure
everybody's heard it by now, and I hear there 's already a film adaptation in the
works-- but at first, at first, it was just some guy asking a stupid question in what
I thought to be heavy makeup. Napkin-in-pocket. Alien-asking-question. Objectively, both just a Should Have Known scenario.
I thought it was the beginning of a pick-up line. Like, "did it hurt? When
you fell from heaven?" Something stupid like that.
"That's a new one, buddy," I said, sardonically. "Haven't heard that one
before."
He (it?) looked troubled. Or at least as troubled as that funny face could
appear. H e (it?) looked mildly constipated. "That is ... unfortunate," he (it? Has
the New Foundation for Alien Recognition and Terminology decided what pronouns are correct?) said. "That is unfortunate," he repeated again. Mumbling, he
looked at some a large panel of strange read-outs. "Conferring with our instruments, we were certain we had the correct interstellar coordinates." Louder, he
turned to me. "Could you tell me where I am?"
"Sure," I said. "The Red Line." I turned back to my paperback. Couldn't
any weirdo have pretended to be a being from outer space? Wouldn't anyone
have dismissed it as a joke, an unstable plea for attention? Of course, with the information available after the event, I obviously should have had some great speech
on hand for just this occasion-- First Contact. A critically important moment like
that warrants-- deserves-- needs-- whatever-- an impressive first introduction. It's
just a napkin-in-the-pocket moment. You only know what it was after it's over.
The Red Line, I watched those strange lips repeat silently, covertly staring
over the top of my paperback. "Ah," he said. He licked his lips with an oddly prehensile tongue. I could see several responses flit through his head, rapidly discarded, until he said: "I'm from Fluptor. "
"Fluptor?" I repeated, incredulous. "Listen, buddy, I'm not in the mood."
His purple face looked puzzled . "My auditory capabilities are unaffected
by your emotional state," he said, tentatively.
I gaped at him, paperback forgotten. Did this guy think I was that gullible? This was obviously a prank.
"You're pulling my leg," I accused.
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"No!" he exclaimed, looking startled. He looked up to the plastic loop
he'd wound his hand into, and let go quickly, wiping his palm on the strange
fabric of his clothing. "I'm sorry, I did not realize-- you are-- this is your leg??" he
gestured to the loop.
I stared at him. What sort of weirdo-'½.re you for real?" I angrily asked.
"I am a corporeal being, yes," he said, now looking totally baffied. I
huffed and threw up my arms. The train slowed, wheels squealing, into Blue
Meadow Station.
"This is my stop," I rolled my eyes. "Unless you had anything else brilliant to say."
His funny goat's eyes had narrowed in confusion, and two extra membranes slid across his eyes sideways in a funny sideways blink. "No," he said,
slowly. "But may I come with you? Could you take me to a being of authority? I
must arrange a meeting between your leader and mine."
I sighed noisily. I know I mentioned that if you're going to be late you
might as well be spectacularly late; but this was too much. I didn't have the time
or the patience for this.
"I have currency," it hastened to say, after seeing my expression. "I can
provide compensation for any expense."
I sighed again. "Fine, fine. " I waved my hands in front of me. "But the
ticket will cost you an arm and a leg."
That's when he pulled the laser gun.
After that, of course, everyone knows what happened. By the time all
the screaming passengers had piled out of the train compartment, the space
ships had started descending and that deafening message, 'REMAIN CALM.
YOU ARE BEING OCCUPIED. REMAIN CALM. YOU ARE BEING OCCUPIED.' was playing. God, do you remember that? So irritating. It went on for
days before they finally shut it off. I'll being hearing that automated voice in my
dreams for years.
Anyhow. The New Foundation for Alien Recognition and Terminology
(and has anybody taken a minute to look at the acronym for the Foundation??
N-FART? Not well thought out, especially for an organization dedicated to
naming things. Honestly.) has vilified me to near unrecognizability-- when I was
obviously and unmaliciously an Innocent Bystander Just Living My Life.
Which is why, Your Honor, I plead Not Guilty, to the crime of Intentionally Inciting an Intergalactic Incident. (I-4, for short.) I have come before this
court to put my accounting of the events on the record, and hope that the panel
for Earth-Alien Relations and Tribunal Hearings (or, EARTH, as it's known now)
will see that I am not a one-dimensional fool in this civilational drama. I appreciate the opportunity to say my side of the events. And just one more time, so
there's no confusion on where I stand, let me restate my defense.
I am absolutely aware of the astounding implications of First Contact. I
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am thrilled that your people, Your Honor, are not going to enslave us all. That's
great, really, and thank you for that; we were all really stressed there at the beginning, when your people mentioned indentured servitude-- Ahem. Anyway. I
stand in awe with the rest of the world at this pinnacle of human history, when
we finally found out we are not alone in the universe. There is intelligent life out
there. And here, now. Or, I mean, of course, we were intelligent to begin with-and we are now, too, but-- you know what I mean. The limitless ramifications
on philosophy, science, and peaceful alliances are incredible. We as a species are
indebted and excited for the future. I just happen to be The One Who Should
Have Known.
Thank you, Your Honor.
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(ma,r~a,ret shaw)
attempting to make chronic pain sound pretty
Geothermal gradient
Up my back
With a low blood
Pressure attack,
Plastic chairs make me cringe during
Class.
Lethargic at best
With brain fog
Stuck in my head,
Fatigue lives happily on my eyelids.
Borderline design
Failures Somewhere
In my nerve transmission.
I'll always pull the partition,
Dreading the constant conversations
Closing with
"I'm fine."
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2

(feliciu wilson

first taste of "love"
Eros strangled Fatherly Love tl~ose nights
Out-of-place kisses met bruised caresses
Ignorant to an abusive birthright
Dark secrets one's lips never confesses

Leering at Daughter with twisted yearning
Branding her with scars once given to you
Now she cannot learn the Art of Trusting
Memories of old still bleed, as if new

She relives your weight on her tiny bed
Touch of bare skin from her grand protector
The back of her throat still swollen & red
H er childhood nmv tainted forever

Decades pass, but the memories remain
I fear the past & your depraved mind games

(natalie monto?fa)
short excerpts from love poems: a trilogy
I. and when I eat apples
I still twist the stem off and hope that the letter it lands on will be yours.
How innocent,
juvenile love.

II. because maybe I don't deserve better,
I just deserve different.
Compatibility,
you know?

III. for you left a permanent imprint
and no matter how I try to smudge it,
I know
I'll always have a hint of you in me.
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(david ~anes)

proud air torce wife
Profile of Betty Belmonte
Aiden Belmonte is on the hunt. He stalks through the trees, several steps in front
of his parents, Harris and Betty. He shifts his feet from side to side, repositioning
himself until he sees his target. He reaches out with small hands and grips his
prey, giving a firm tug, but nothing happens. He tugs again, but still nothing happens. Betty asks Harris to help him, and so he leans down on one knee, places his
own fully-grown hand over his son's, and tells him to twist. And just like that, the
apple is free from the tree.
Aiden is almost three. He is the kind of shy and adorable that draws you
in; you want to see what kind of smile he's hiding away; you want to hear his
laugh. He is well behaved without being timid or nervous. He is very much the
product of a happy home; a loving and supportive environment.
Together, the Belmonte 's are a fine example for the modern American
family. She, a registered nurse, proudly serving her community while working for
the local VA hospital. He, a medic, proudly serving his country while enlisted in
the United States Air Force. They are the kind of people that would invite my
family and I along to go apple picking in response to a request for information
about one of the most difficult times their family has endured. They are faithful
to each other, their son, their religion, and their community.
As we explore the last of the small farm and after having tasted the last
of the variety of apple they have to offer, we discuss how and where I will ask
my questions. Harris suggests that we sit down for lunch. After a quick internet search of the area, we settle on a local restaurant just a few miles down the
road. As our group sits down at the table, having completed the arduous task of
coercing two toddlers into and then out of car seats and then into high chairs, it is
suggested that I ask my questions before our food arrives.
Betty and Harris have known each other for 17 years, 15 of which they've
been more than just friends, though they are careful to point out that they were
off and on in the beginning. Betty tells our table, her family and mine, that they
were together the entire time she was in college, which is her way of saying that's
when they knew they were in it for life. Harris joined the Air Force six and a half
years ago and they've b een married for the last six. They are the typical Air Force
family: male servicemember with a wife and baby at home. The support systems
that the Air Force has in place were designed with families like theirs in mind
(" 2016 D emographics Profile of the Military Community") .
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The first question I ask Betty is if she is aware of the Key Spouse Group,
which is the Air Force's official program for connecting military families with
resources, social support, and the military unit that their sponsor (most likely a
husband, wife, or parent who serves in the military and acts as a civilian dependent's link to military resources) belongs to ("Key Spouse Program").
Her response is, "I think so." I ask her if they ever reached out to her and
she responds with an emphatic, "No." I ask her if they reached out to her during
her husband's deployment, but again she responds with a firm, "No."
I repeat my question, more out of shock than because I think her answer
will change.
"They have never reached out to me."
I ask her if she ever signed paperwork saying that she didn't want them to
contact her, which is a common occurrence among military families.
"No."
Betty's husband Harris finishes her thought.
"They never did. The only people that ever reached out to you (speaking to Betty) was, like, the Family Readiness? (Referring to the Family Readiness
Center, the group responsible for supporting families while their spouse or parent
is deployed (' 'Airman & Family Readiness Center")) .
And Betty takes back over.
"So, there's H earts Apart events, and the lady from Family Readiness
would email me the event details because Harris gave her my email address. "
Harris is sure to add that she has nothing to do with Key Spouse.
I ask if Family Readiness is specifically for deployments and Betty responds that yes, it is specifically for deployment.
"And how was that? Did you do any of the events or anything?" I ask.
She responds, "Me and him (referring to Aiden) did all the free events that
I was here for. We went miniature golfing."
I ask if this was a group event or just the two of them.
"It's with all the deployed people (their dependents)."
A common complaint I've heard from the research I've done and the
spouses I've talked to reveals that these events cater to women with children. So, I
ask Betty if, in her experience, that's also the case.
"Yes, there's nothing. For just spouse if you had no kids?"
I tell her yes, exactly, and she reiterates.
"No. There's nothing."
I ask if there were men there as well and she tells me that she's only ever
seen men with their families during pre-deployment events.
I ask her how her experience during her husband's deployment was in
general and if she had friends or family to help.
"Umm ... it's . . . yeah. I became very independent at taking care of him
(referring to Aiden). "
She seems, for the first time, to be discussing something unpleasant.
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"What if you had no personal friends here and you had to rely on the
system that's in place?"
She looks troubled by the question.
"Yeah. Even because my parents live in Las Vegas, so, it's a 6- or 7-hour
drive. They came out a lot and I could fly out there. So, I depended on friends .
I never really depended on ... I would just do events. It was free outings. Which I
had friends even come to one, the Black Island Farm one."
I conclude my questions by asking, "Since the support groups were not
particularly helpful, did your husband's unit ever reach out to make sure you were
ok?"
She wears her frustration on her face when she responds.
"No. I never ... No."
Sensing that I'm unintentionally taking the conversation to an unpleasant
place, I thank her for being so helpful and answering all of my questions.
As our food arrives, the focus shifts back to the moment at hand. During
her husband's deployment, Betty was a single mother, holding down a demanding job while raising her son. Today, right now, she's happy to have her husband
home and safe, where he belongs. Her son eats from her plate, the way that small
children always do. He is messy and picky, the way that small children always are.
And for today, for right now, life is good.
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(ame{ia, ta{6ott)

the familiar

(rj walker)
true fake news co·v=erage covfefe
Donald Trump has been charged with accused of rttpe :mml't! l'tSSl'tt1lt something
that happened a long time ago before he ran for president. There is an extensive
a list of such accusations defamations of his character. These incidents have
been reported by st1eh l'tgeneie~

ll:~

The New York TimeS, CBS, CNN, Los An-

geles Times, Jmtling Stone, flazzfeed News, and directly frnm the mouths of the
victims fake news. Donald Trump has clerried""cleared his name of all accusations.

In the book Lost Tycoon: The Many Lives of Donald]. Trump by Harry Hurt
III Ivana Trump accused Donald Tramp of r1tpe defamed Donald Trump in
depositions of their divorce case. Donald Trump yeltett explained about a ~ l
scalp Feduc~ioH suFger y to remeive hi~ b1tld spot difficult time he faced in his life.
Donald Trump~ described "fod,iHg doe~oF" FUiHed hiffi "I will persevere
through this difficult medical procedure," and then held back her arms .md
pulled out fistfuls of haiF fFom: h!'tHl't's sel'tlfl, befuFe Fi1313iHg eiffher eleithes ttnd
f01ci11g his penis iHside her. gently as he showed her just how much he cares about
her and his family, and how dare she defame him in this way? Trump previously dctttee cleared the r l'tfle !'tlleg:atioH absurd defamation against his character,
including the scalp surg:gry medical procedure. "It's obviously false," Donald
Trump said in 1993, denying the accusatioH vindictive defamation made by Ivana
and transcribed falsified in Harry Hurt's book. "It's incorrect and done by a guy
without much talent ... He is a guy that is an unattractive guy who is a vindictive
and jealous person,." said Donald Trump, with GQHfusing impeccable sentence
structure. Donald Trump's legal counsel went onto explain that Ivana actually
meant that "she felt raped emotionally over emotional from the divorce." and
therefore no crime was committed. There was no justice Case closed. Ne,be,dy
believed her She understood Donald Trump's point; that sometimes women get
over emotional and exaggerate things. She vviH have to live with that for the rest
of her life Ivana moved on.
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But these cases of si}eneing rap@ tmPriHorn defaming respectable businessmen and politicians like Trump beg the question- what even is Het1fiction
anymore? When 8NN fake news is bttttttetl temporarily absent from press conferences and Bfeitbai;t real news is given preference, it says something about the
:mrry1

state promising future of journalism as a nonfiction genre. The 19.istorieal

tu.uh vindictive falsehoods are recorded by i:c~pcctccl fake news organizations,
and going largely ignored thanks to our new executive branch. Donald Trump
is waging ,,,,,ar reforming the free press as the Eftltf-i lies they report confliet with
unfairly attack his narrative. Especially now, it is important that we -tFttsi: don't
believe the co,,cnig:e covfefe as it is reported. Donald Trump ~ s knows that
the truth fits within 140 characters, and anything more complex must be some
sort of campaign to destroy his dream to make America

~

great again. That

is why we must net- always get our news from Donald Trump himself. Who will
hold Donft}d Trurnp journalists accountable for the lies that are accepted as truth
based only on power dynamics?

This message brought to you by the tho1mu,1,d~ of

Al+l.ci:ica:A8

who ha,,,g

5af&:red dnottgh the 1i~e in hftte e1in1es, se,mft} assault, and ,si,o}enee sinee t19.e
2016 eleetion The Victims of the Bowling Green Massacre.
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(salisha a,{{ard 6/aisde{{)

saying goodbye
How do you begin to prepare yourself to say good-bye to your children? Imagine
being only 39-years-old and having to say good-bye to your eight children, the
youngest one only sixteen months old. As I try to wrap my mind around what my
mother must have felt, I try to envision how I would begin to prepare myself to
say good-bye to my 5-year-old daughter. And the truth is, I can't. I can't imagine
how to prepare myself for such a moment.
But my mother did. She had to.
My mother was a strong woman who loved her children unconditionally.
And although many of you who believe you knew my mother would doubt this
truth, I know my mother loved me and my siblings. The years of abuse, the scars
of trauma, and the hundreds of permanent marks which decorate our bodies
cannot overshadow our knowledge of who our mother was. For one thing, she
was a woman whose livelihood was destroyed even before she could have built it.
My mother was an "outside child. " She was born as a result of my grandfather's irifidelity against his wife with my grandmother. Back in those days, and
even today, outside children are often abused and neglected. The level of abuse, and
the extent of the severity of the neglect is usually determined by the number of children the male has with his legally wedded wife. My grandfather--having more than
six children with his wije- -was really oblivious of the crime he committed.

My sister, Nikita who is two years older, was waiting for us just outside the
poorly lite tunnel which was covered with graffiti. She stood wearily at the bottom
of the long trail of broken graveled steps which led up to the hospital compound.
As we were leaving the pier where the red cargo boat was docked,
Rachael explained to my younger brother and me that she did not have much
money. For this reason, instead of taking a bus to meet our sister Nikita who was
waiting for us just outside the end of the tunnel, we would have to walk for fifteen
minutes to get there. We were happy to be back in Grenada, and I was especially
happy to see our older sister Rachael. As we chatted about the boat ride and our
life in Carriacou, my sister Rachael held our hands, her small beady eyes glistening with every new piece of detail that dropped out of our mouths.
Before long, we arrived to where Nikita was waiting. It was a beautiful reunion but we had no time to stand and chat. We walked up the hospital steps with
haste. The long staircase that separates the hospital compound from the heart of
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the city is a demanding calorie burner that robs you of your physical strength.
It takes time and consistent effort to get up those steps regardless of your age or
capabilities. As we neared the top of the steps, the stark contrast between the city
at the bottom of the steps and the hospital compound was hard to ignore. On
the hospital level, all the faces you encountered expressed a certain purpose and
urgency, whereas the people below were less intentional in their word and actions.
The sight of plump women dressed in white or blue dresses and the
screeching sound of an ambulance racing by snatched my attention, obscuring
my thoughts and my comprehension of what we had left behind in Carriacou
and what ahead of us here in Grenada.
We stopped by the small break room outside the main entrance of the
hospital. My sister Rachael bought all of us orange Fanta, which until today
continues to be my favorite soda. We drank our sodas and ate some buns my sister
had baked herself
As much as we tried to avoid it, the time came when we had no choice
but to begin walking towards the place our mother has been housed for the last
couple of months.
I can only vaguely remember my sister checking in at the front desk,
giving them our mother's information. What I can recall as clearly as if it were
yesterday is walking into the visitor's lounge near my mother's room and sitting
down. Waiting. We waited for more than twenty minutes before our mother came
out of the room she shared with twelve other women.
Today, I can't help but wonder why my mother took so long to come outside.
Was she having a hard time deciding whether or not to see her children, especially
rrry younger brother and me? Was she giving herself a pep talk to try and gather the
courage to say good-bye to som e of the most important people in her life? Or was sh e
pleading with the heavens or the universe to make this day go away?
As my mother walked through the passage of the large room to come
outside where we were waiting, I felt her radiant smile pulling at my heartstrings.
Her two dimples hid any feelings of fear or uncertainty she may have had about
what she must do. Her walk, though tainted by her physical pain, was still confident. She came and sat down in the waiting area. Still smiling, she proceeded
to take one of the hardest courses of action any mother, or for that matter, any
person at all, would have to take: saying good-bye.
My mother began with my older sister Rachael, telling her about her new responsibility to care for her younger siblings more than she had ever done before. My
mother also told my sister that she loved her and said she wished she could have
won the battle with cancer. This was when the tears began cascading down my
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mother's chocolate-colored checks. My sister also began crying as they embraced
each other. Looking back on this day, I can still feel the hot tears running down
my own skinny checks. Not fully understanding the dynamics of what was going
on, I could not hold back my whimpering sounds, which topped the soft grunts of
my mother and sister.
Still whimpering like a scared and lost puppy, I saw my mother turn her
attention to me. She looked at me for a long time, her dark brown eyes boring
into the very depths of my soul, and a smile spread across her face. It was a smile
that penetrated my heart so deeply that I did not need to hear the words that
followed to know what she was feeling.
"Salo," my mother began, "Mommy loves you, but Mommy has to go
now. Ok?"
"I love you too, Mommy," I said as I moved closer to her. Neither the
tire-shaped ingrown flesh nor the disproportionate lumps that created the ridges
in her arms could have held me back from throwing my skinny arms around her
frail body, hugging it, clinging to it for dear life.
We were all still crying when my mother sat up straight and pleaded with
us to cheer up. And that is what I remember most about my mother: she put herself aside to elevate the needs of others. Nothing ever kept my mother down for
too long. Regardless of how challenging her situation might be, she never allowed
it to get the best of her true self - a radiant blossom of sunlight brightly shining
and bestowing !ife on everyone around her.
Before returning to what was her room, her home, my mother ensured
that we were all smiling. As she walked toward the room, we all stood in the
waiting area waving. And smiling. And waving. We waved good-bye to the woman
who was oftentimes physically absent from our lives, but who was always spiritually present in our hearts. We waved good-bye still hoping that despite the doctor's
claims that there was nothing else they could do to save our mother's life, by some
miracle she would be able to resist the bloodthirsty demon of death that was coming for her. I waved goodbye without knowing that it was the last time I would
ever see the woman whose features unmistakably resembled the adult version of
me. I waved goodbye to me.
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(sieve horton)

my younger winter days
In wintertime,
the smelly Swedish aqua-marine blue
varnish had dried, on brother's and mine,
shining up our rock scraped ski-bases.
Seems I was less than ten then.
When we 'd pack junior ski pairs,
heave them over our novice shoulders,
plop them down, plunk to snow-white mounds.
Then clamp bindings on red racing striped black woods.
Each reddish cheek an exact match to red-muffed ears.
We cherished this gift of beginner skis sets,
with black leather boots, gray woolen socks,
loose hanging Nordic-styled springs of bindings
pressed tow clip clasps to clamp boots to skis
Our younger brothers were spectators in the stand
watched us schuss down a backyard hill and fall
likejean Claude Killy, fun in lumpy snow
Got air from our infant-sized Olympic ski jump bump
We preferred Freestyle at first, crunching fluffy stuff
Setting sun sparkles icy crystalline crust blown curves
In snow waves, glistened in the pine shadows where chills
moans of winters cold shushed, we still schussed
Olive drive, blocks lined trees along street out-front,
slush flowed from blizzards, mini-icebergs clumped
migrating ice clumps stains blackened by exhaust, gushers
overflowed full gutters, next door neighbors shoveled.
Mom and Dad yelled, hey boys brunch is ready
Some crackling eggs with smoky-sizzling bacon, come inside
Waffles, got drizzled in circles with Vermont maple syrup,
drenched everything, Mom says, a fresh batch who's ready?
Sprinkled cinnamon dust flakes all over full plates,
bounteous meal filling hungry boy's wooden legs
cups of hot chocolate with mini-marshmallows,
whipped cream lobbed on top, were lucky youngsters.
Yes, this is how I choose to remember my younger winter days.
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(william anderson)
f

mom s sweater
Every kid knows the Try Me Tango. In it, your mom sees herself as a gossamer-gowned Ginger Rogers floating in the arms and basking in the adoring gaze
of a slick-haired, nattily-attired Fred Astaire. You see yourself more as James
Brown doing the Mashed Potato complete with slides and splits. Yeah, your mother is not in that picture. And, so it goes "Eat three more bites, or no dessert. "
"Two .. .. And one pea."

**********
"N aptime."
"I'll turn the TV down so it doesn't wake you."

**********
"Did you brush your teeth?"
"Yes(.. .terday.)"

**********
"Wash your hands.
"I did."
"With soap. "
"GOSH! If my fingers turn into raisins, it'll be your fault! "

**********
"Make your bed."
"The furniture store already did. We bought it that way."
On this day, I could feel it in my bones. My mom was searching through
her collection of 45s (not the handguns, the vinyl records) for a lively tarantella to
spin on her inner Victrola. The day was rainy. And, cold. Then again, in Hawaii
if the temperatures drop into the 60s it's a 100-year event and the news reports
show worried pineapple farmers wondering if their crops are going to freeze. We
were living just outside the gates of Pearl Harbor at the time, but that didn't really
matter because wherever you may call home when you're in the 4th grade and
your mom is cold - you're wearing a sweater to school.
"Bill, it's wet and chilly outside. You had better wear your sweater to
school today. "
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"I-I-I ... don't know where it is," I lied. Sort of I just didn't want to dig
through the pile stuffed deep in the back corner of my closet to find it. Besides, I
wasn't cold.
'You can wear one of mine, then. There's one hanging on the back of the
chair at the dinner table. You'll thank me later."
"Oh, no, I won't."
"What did you say, young man?"
"O.K! I'll wear it!" But, "no, I won't" thank you later.
"Maybe you should stay inside at recess, that's a nice sweater. Please be
careful with it."
Sure. I 'll be careful with it. As soon as I'm out of your sight I'll bury it at
the bottom of my book bag where volumes of learning materials will keep it safe.

I sluffed my miserable way to Mom's Chair at the dinner table to pick up
her knitwear rag. I just knew was going to match a pair of my dad's favorite golf
pants and was going to feel like a scruffy burlap sack. Snatching the offending
garment off the back of the chair in a mood as dark and angry as the clouds that
morning, I slipped it on. One word described the experience. Cashmere.
I slid an arm down one sleeve and, o-o-o-o-o-o-o, as in sm-0-0-0-0-0-th
and a-a-a-h-h-h as in it was really smooth! The plain, tan color echoed the color
palate of the white shirt and khaki pants that were my school uniform. Hmmm.
Maybe this won't be so bad after all. I wrapped the splendor around my back and

slipped my other arm in. It's like I'm snuggling a flufjle of bunnies! I thought I
heard angels singing, too. / hope no one notices it's a girls' sweater. A girls' sweater. It had a bazillion dainty buttons. And, they were on the "wrong" side. Man, I
really hope no one notices, 'cuz I'm wearing this puppy. I mean, bunny. It's like I'm
wearing bunnies!

I had never felt anything as velvety and luxurious next to me skin. The
arms hugged me. The body draped close about me without restriction. I felt ...
cozied, like sitting in a wingback chair by a crackling midwinter fire - um, not
in Hawaii, more like those we had in Diamond Lake, Michigan wht;re we lived
before moving to Pearl Harbor. I no longer cared whether I was cold, or not. It
was soft and smelled like Mom. / wonder

if she'll let
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me wear it tomorrow!

(eric Jensen)

the lost verse
Ash flurries into darkness
her skin is hot, unbelievably tense, swirls around his essence, consuming her
let us not forget
her mother was lost in Pompei
smoldered into history
she wrote a dying manifesto of lost stars
this is the lost verse
Backwards in translations

(kenna.di ro6erts)
•

puzzling picture
I no longer recognize the face in the mirror.
Freckles fading, becoming crease lines,
From smiling to wide and laughing too hard.
If wrinkles are caused by happiness,
Why do women distress over them?
Skin is a scrapbook, a scrapebook, a scarbook.
A collection of passed feats and failures
Who have made you who you are.
Why must we pull, poke, prod ourselves?
Distorting our natural state in hopes of
Changing the face in the mirror back to
The one they recognize from before.
Before the memories of tragedies and scantities.
Without these we are a blank, boring canvas.
A box full of jagged, jigsaw puzzle pieces,
Savory ribbon and random cut slices.
All lonely.
All separate chunks bouncing around.
Yearning for the day that they become whole,
Slowly, steadily piecing together the puzzle.
I no longer recognize the face in the mirror.
Freckles fading, becoming crease lines,
From smiling to wide and laughing too hard.
If wrinkles are caused by happiness,
Why do women distress over them?
Why must we pull, poke, prod ourselves?
Distorting our natural state in hopes of
Changing the face in the mirror back to
The one they recognize from before.
Before the memories of tragedies and scantities.
Skin is a scrapbook, a scrapebook, a scarbook.
A collection of passed feats and failures
Who have made you who you are.
Slowly piecing together the puzzle.
Savory ribbon and random cut slices.
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(sam pou{ter)

loss, lost, losing
I remember hearing about the Judica-Cordiglia brothers, who set up shop in a vacant German bunker outside of Turin and, using scavenged materials, established
a receiving station so they could monitor radio transmissions. I remember the
validity of the transmissions they intercepted being up for debate, as the contents
were purported to contain the last moments of several cosmonauts launched into
the void by secretive Soviet space programs with no intention of bringing them
home. I remember how odd it seemed, that two hobbyists would make a hobby
of precisely the sort of thing most hobbyists seek a hobby to avoid ever having to
think about. Despite the fact that I haven't yet expired in a metal shell hurtling
through infinite darkness for the research purposes of a government I've been
propagandized to hate since my infancy, I remember well and daily the fear of
disconnection and the ways in which it could lead to my own death. I hope that
finding the truth within a situation matters more than the truth behind it.
I remember that, according to the brothers, a ship veered off of its
course into deep space in October of 1961. They said this was due to some sort
of software malfunction- that it happened because he lost control. I remember
that when I was twelve, a psychiatrist gave me an anti-depressant to correct what
he referred to as a "glitch" in my "software." When I was twenty-four, the head
of psychiatry at a ward consistently ranked as one of the top two in the nation
told me that particular anti-depressant exacerbated my "glitch" to the point of
becoming a full blown malfunction. His solution took the form of more pills, just
of a different variety. Muscle relaxers that slowed my central nervous system and
brought my thoughts to a snail's pace were made bearable by the extended-release amphetamines that could only be metabolized when ingested orally. The
blood pressure medication that was noted to calm individuals suffering bouts of
mania during trial studies pairs nicely with the mood stabilizer Nirvana named a
song after, if anyone's wondering. Suddenly and only for a moment, I feel envious of the man in the ship who may or may not have been swallowed by space. I
wonder how fully he understood, if he was ever alive, the nature of the glitch that
doomed him.
I remember that on November 28, 1960, thejudica-Cordiglia brothers
may have received a Morse Code S.O.S from an endangered shuttle as it left
Earth's orbit; that it said "S.O.S to the entire world". I remember the accounts
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of my own S.O.S inJune 2016, the faint but alarming signals that took the form
of empty prescription bottles and burnt tin foil and residues of pink and orange
dusting tabletops and kitchen islands and dressers and bathroom counters but
looking about as insidious or suggestive as the aftermath of a messy third grader who gorged on pixie sticks. This was the tail end of the interim between the
two psychiatrists I saw at twelve and twenty-four, respectively. The years I spent
shirking labels like depressive or bipolar in favor of ALCOHOLIC and DRUG
ADDICT. When I ruminate on the first time I tried alcohol at age fifteen, I catch
myself reveling in the memory of the first time I ever felt genuine relief This is
as frustrating to explain as it is for anyone who knows me to hear, particularly because I grew up watching my father destroy his life and career with medical grade
opiates and secret SKYY vodka cocktails sipped through the straw of a Big Gulp.
Addiction and recovery were more than just words to me well before I developed
my own penchant for narcotics: they were a way of life and death. Harry Potter
gathered dust on my nightstand while the NA handbook next to it grew as tattered
from overuse as the people whose stories were held within its dog-eared pages. I
can't say how I wound up in the same place those people did. I hope I don't have
to go back.
It's possible that in February 1961, the Judica-Cordiglia brothers intercepted and recorded a transmission determined to be the arrhythmic heartbeat
and labored breathing of someone about to die. I think of all the times I laid
awake at night with a finger on my own pulse, hoping I wouldn't. I remember
waking up wishing I had. I remember watching shows where castaways would put
notes in empty bottles of liquor and push them out to sea for their loved ones to
find. For a long time I wondered if I was the sea. I'm not sure if it matters whether there are ten dead Soviet cosmonauts floating around in space- either way, I'm
glad to be here.
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(amie schaeffer)

night

\Vhcn night blooms inside my room,
Porcelain dreams flood through me
Until all reality is picked clean
I do not ache for the morning
Or it's piercing sun,

But for night 's delicate unconsciousness
To take me where you arc
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(kimberlee pillin~)
warmth of the darkness
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